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COMMENT

Government’s zero carbon
exemption will stunt delivery
of new homes
The Royal Institute for British Architects (RIBA) has responded to the Queen’s
Speech this month that small housing developers will be exempt from zero carbon
regulations in an attempt to encourage the building of new homes.
RIBA President Stephen Hodder said: “While we welcome the government’s
commitment to provide clarity to the UK construction industry on how we should
achieve a zero carbon standard for new build homes through viable solutions, we
are concerned by the proposition that ‘small sites’ might be exempt from the zero
carbon homes requirement.
“The step will stunt the zero carbon home delivery plan by opening a loophole
in legislation for developers to avoid zero carbon regulations, for example through
phasing development into smaller sites, or manipulating definitions of the scale of
their development.”

FESTIVAL

Brussels
Design
September
2014
9 – 30
September
Brussels Design September has
become the essential annual show for
all design lovers; over 100 cultural
and commercial events will take
place in Brussels. For a month, the
city will become the meeting
platform for many Belgian and international designers.
For its ninth year, the festival will
continue to showcase design’s various
applications and multi-disciplinary
relationship through design: furniture, architecture, graphics and textile.
A wide range of quality events
offered by many independent associations and organisations will add
to the cultural component of
Design September; exhibitions, conferences, a design market, a Pecha
Kucha and visits to the studios of
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Brussels-based designers.
Like every year, a large number of
emerging creators will be taking part
in this urban circuit. Throughout the
month, participating stores, pop-up
stores and iconic design flagship
stores will stage a brand and/or a
designer and its new products in a
particular fashion.
For the second year, Commerce
Design Brussels will be presented
in synergy with Brussels Design
September. On 24 April a professional jury selected six winners and
ambassadors from more than 50
registered projects. During August
and September, the public will be
able to vote for their favourite and
the awards ceremony will be held on
25 September.

Scan the code with your
mobile phone using QR
code software to view
the latest news from
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk

DESIGN MUSEUM, LONDON

The world’s
new Design
Museum
Design Museum Director Deyan
Sudjic, Designer John Pawson and
OMA Architect Reinier de Graaf
presented the Design Museum’s plans
to relocate from its current home at
Shad Thames, by Tower Bridge, to
Kensington, West London to the international press at a briefing ahead of the
opening of the Architecture Biennale
in Venice.
The Design Museum is the world’s
leading museum devoted to architecture and contemporary design. Opened
in 1989 by Sir Terence Conran, the
museum celebrates all forms of design
and has hosted exhibitions of the most
important pioneers of design including
Charles and Ray Eames, Zaha Hadid,
Jonathan Ive, Christian Louboutin,
Dieter Rams and Sir Paul Smith.
The Design Museum will open its
doors in Kensington in 2016, welcoming thousands of visitors to its new
home, the Grade II* listed former
Commonwealth Institute building.
The museum takes possession of the
site in October 2014 to begin its fit out.
View the latest images and follow
news updates on the new website
at newdesignmuseum.tumblr.com or
take a virtual tour and comment on
the plans at:
designmuseum.stickyworld.com
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SEMINAR
FESTIVAL

Joseph Little to present seminar
on achieving energy efficiency &
preserving historic buildings
Sustainable building pioneers the Green
Register will run a new half-day seminar
in London on 27 June entitled Achieving
energy efficiency and preserving historic
buildings - surely too good to be true?
Renowned architect Joseph Little of
Dublin’s Building Life Consultancy has
been invited to share insights into the
findings of a Dublin City Council commission, which resulted in a groundbreaking book on how to make pre-1945
Dublin dwellings energy efficient while
preserving their heritage value.
“It is not too strong a statement to
say that the future resilience of our
society will be based upon high levels of
both energy efficiency and community
resilience. Interestingly certain aspects of
community resilience depend on (a)
local heritage being preserved and (b)
being able to recognise the places we live
in after we have finished insulating them
i.e. that the dwelling or district still feels
like ‘home,’” commented Joseph Little.
“Built To Last is a body of work that
explores the ill-defined place between
preserving everything and insulating
everything.”
15 case study houses were studied in
detail and energy efficient retrofits
proposed or assessed. The houses range
from 1750 to 1942, from 45 sq m to
1,000 sq m and from Georgian red
bricks to interwar cavity wall and mass
concrete housing.
“We tried to find answers for questions

like: What impact can micro-climate
have on energy efficiency? How and why
should a rendered solid wall be treated
differently to a brick-faced solid wall?
What’s the impact of replacing a suspended timber floor with insulated concrete? How do default U-values differ
from actual U-values measured and why
might that be important? What’s the
impact of exposed wall to area ratios on
heat loss? Come and join me in exploring
the issues,” enthused Little.
The seminar, which runs from 10:00 13:30, will include the case studies presented in detail, an analysis of the effects
of internal/external wall insulation and
simulation of moisture movement and
condensation risk.
“The Green Register is delighted that
such an eminent and knowledgeable
speaker as Joseph Little will be sharing
his groundbreaking research with our
delegates on this course.” said Director of
the Green Register, Lucy Pedler.

Booking information
Places cost £59 for Green Register
members, £85 for non-members.
A special 3 for 2 offer is open to all.
Visit the Green Register website
www.greenregister.org.uk for more
information and online booking.

news bytes
London Festival
of Architecture
– the UK’s largest
annual celebration
of architecture
1 – 30 June
The London Festival of Architecture
(LFA), the annual, city-wide celebration of the capital’s buildings and
landmarks, has returned for the
entire month of June with over 200
activities stretching across every
corner of London.
Since its inception in 2004, the
LFA has engaged and excited new
audiences, placing architecture
firmly at the forefront of the cultural agenda. Now in its tenth
anniversary year, the festival is developing its role, helping to transform
the perception of architecture from
a niche interest to a vital element of
the UK’s cultural, economic, social
and financial framework.
Using the theme CAPITAL, the
festival invites the public to explore
different facets of London: its
culture, people, economy and its
built environment, providing the
opportunity for engaging and
thought-provoking debate.
Issues covered in-depth include
the housing crisis and the rapid
increase in the development of tall
buildings, with events and activities
designed to put these subjects firmly
on the political agenda.
Visit the LFA website for further
events and exhibitions:
www.londonfestivalofarchitecture.org

Visit the website
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
and enter the reference
number for more information
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AWARDS

FESTIVALS

TALKS, LECTURES & DEBATES

British Homes Awards
19 September, London
britishhomesawards.co.uk

London Festival of Architecture
Until 30 June, London
www.londonfestivalofarchitecture.org

Contested Spaces:
Pop-up / Networks / Legacy
18 - 21 June, London
www.arts.ac.uk/csm/
csm-culture/restless-futures/
expanded-boundaries

CONFERENCES & SEMINARS
Achieving energy efficiency and
preserving historic buildings – surely
too good to be true?
27 June, London
www.greenregister.org.uk/events
(See page 5)

The International Festival for
Business (IFB) 2014
June - July, Liverpool
www.ifb2014.com
London Design Festival
13 - 21 September, London
www.londondesignfestival.com

Planning Nine Elms on the
South Bank
20 June, London
www.nineelmslondon.com/events

Brussels Design September 2014
9 – 30 September, Brussels
www.designseptember.be
(See page 4)

Ben Adams Architects:
Hybrid Capital
23 June, London
www.londonarchitecturediary.com

FILM

Dream Builders
Francine Houben, 17 June
David Adjaye , 8 July
London
www.architecture.com/whatson

7

events

EXHIBITIONS
The Death and Life of Great London
High Streets
Until 21 June, London
www.londonarchitecturediary.com/
event/4398
Open Studios: Balls! With
Alma-Nac and Ruairi Glynn together
with Arup
Until 27 June, London
www.architecture.com/whatson
John Pantlin: photographing the
mid-century home
Until 29 June, London
www.architecture.com/whatson
New Designers Part 2
2 - 5 July, London
www.newdesigners.com/visiting
Places & Spaces: Urban Realm
and Development on the
Crossrail Route
Until 17 July, London
www.architecture.com/whatson
Yorkshire in Yellow
Until 7 September, Sheffield
www.architecture.com/whatson
Designs of the Year
Until 25 August, London
designmuseum.org/exhibitions
Venice Architecture Biennale
Until 23 November, Venice
www.labiennale.org/en/
architecture/
Mackintosh Architecture
18 July – 4 January 2015, Glasgow
www.gla.ac.uk/hunterian/visit/
exhibitions/
(Click through to Exhibition Schedule)

Up Projects: The Floating Cinema:
Extra-International
21 June, London
www.floatingcinema.info/events/
2014/vertical-living
Patrick Keiller:
The Dilapidated Dwelling
25 June, London
www.kingsplace.co.uk/
whats-on-book-tickets
Architecture on Film:
Post-producing Architecture –
Torre David + Occupying Brazil
10 July, London
www.architecturefoundation.org.uk
STUDENT SHOWS
Bartlett Summer Show 2014
27 June - 5 July, London
www.bartlett.ucl.ac.uk/architecture/
latest
The Cass, London Metropolitan
University: School of Architecture
Summer Exhibition
27 June - 6 July, London
thecass.com/news-events/2014
Architectural Association:
Projects Review 2014
28 June - 19 July, London
www.aaschool.ac.uk/PUBLIC/
WHATSON/exhibitions.php?filter=2

TOURS
Open-City: Architecture on the
Thames: Sunset Boat Tour
25 June, London
open-city.org.uk/activities/
yearround/boat.html
Open House London
20 - 21 September, London
www.londonopenhouse.org
Eco Open Houses
18 - 19 and 25 - 26 October,
Brighton & Hove
www.ecoopenhouses.org
TRADE SHOWS
FIREX / IFSEC International
17 - 19 June, London
www.ifsec.co.uk
The Eco Technology Show
26 - 27 June, Brighton
www.ecotechnologyshow.co.uk
100% Design
17 - 20 September, London
www.100percentdesign.co.uk
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PLANNING

Going round the houses
By Paul Graham, founder of Planning Pipe, provider of cost effective,
bespoke construction leads (www.planningpipe.co.uk)

news bytes
Visit the website
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
and enter the reference
number for more information

Hackney Design
Awards 2014 –
Celebrating the Best in
Design and
Architecture...
Ref: 16675
London Square gets
the green light for
second phase of
landmark mixed-use
scheme in Putney...
Ref: 73514
Planning application
submitted for
first Arena Central
building...
Ref: 12083
Turley secures outline
permission for 10hectare redevelopment
of Belfast Harbour...
Ref: 16397

Enter garden cities as the latest act in the
long-running variety performance of the
‘UK Housing Crisis’. Following on from
Planning Reform (no discernible audience impact) and Help to Buy (rather
too much of the wrong impact), garden
cities received box-seat support via the
Wolfson Prize – whose five finalists were
recently announced.
The 2014 Wolfson Economic prize
awards £250,000 to the best answer to
the question ‘How would you deliver a
new garden city which is visionary,
economically viable, and popular?’ The
promise of fixing – as one of the finalists
put it – the “land-strangling planning
policies, and intransigently-negative attitude towards development” is enough to
make the property and construction
industry sit up and pay attention.
The concept of a prize – indeed much
the concept of a garden city itself –
allows for a re-presenting and repackaging of the longstanding issues of housing
supply and demand. With competitions
and events, so the theory goes, comes
excitement and winners. Certainly the
Wolfson prize can never be accused of
not trying to address current contentious
issues – the 2012 prize focused on how
the Eurozone could be safely dismantled.
A number of the 2014 finalists took
the opportunity to highlight some of this
country’s most horrifying housing statistics. So for the record, the UK is Europe’s
densest populated with the highest population growth. As a country, we build
less than half the numbers of new homes
that we require and half that of France.
Despite longstanding and virtually universal agreement from politicians, industry and citizens that we need to build
more homes, the UK has consistently
failed to meet population growth by at

least 20 per cent for at least the last 10
years. Average UK house prices are
nearly 10 times average incomes – in
London, over 13 times. Around 80 per
cent of the UK cannot provide affordable housing according to leading charity
Shelter. At the same time we have built
on less than 10 per cent of the UK’s available land mass. As Bank of England
Chairman Mark Carney recently put it –
“deep, deep structural problems”.
So if we can all agree on the problem,
what do the finalists offer as solutions?
While Shelter did suggest the Hoo
Peninsula in Medway, Kent as one
prime candidate location, the finalists
main focus was on how rather than
where. Most recognised that several
locations were required – the potentially
frightening thought of one Milton
Keynes per year for 10 years. All in their
different ways touched on the apparent
simplicity of a solution – central government direction to build securely on green
belt land for the long term, with the
agreement of financially incentivised
local communities.
The themes found much common
ground. Central government must be
involved as a central plan is required and
the legislative changes required stretch
beyond local politics. Green belt land
must be involved as it falls by definition
within the metropolitan areas of greatest
housing demand. Local communities
must also be significantly involved and
incentivised to support more new homes
in their localities.
While it is easy to remain cynical
about the obstacles, HS2 demonstrates
there can be political consensus to enable
long term controversial projects. A
significant proportion of green belt land
is used for intensively farmed land. This

fact forms the basis of a genuine discussion about the extent of the value of
green belts to local communities.
The 50 to 80 times uplift in agricultural
value that planning permission provides,
could provide part of the means by
which local communities can be financially incentivised.
Politicians have generally steered clear
of tackling development head-on. They
have shunned discussion of the peculiarly
UK issue of green belts and done little to
counter the view of houses as assets to be
protected rather than places to live in.
Instead politics seems to have recently
concerned itself with policies that will
not, if truth be told, make any significant
difference to our housing problem.
The Wolfson reward of £250,000 will
not create a new garden city on its own.
As one finalist rather frankly stated:
“It is probably impossible to create a
garden city of any scale from scratch in
the current economic climate.”
The current political climate provides equally little cause for optimism.
Attacking the central issues of the
housing problem would require politicians to summon up the courage to take
on the fears of both the green lobby and
those of current homeowners – on behalf
of those who cannot afford to buy a
home. For the moment the former’s votes
heavily outweigh the latter.
What the Wolfson prize finalists do
show is that if political leadership is
forthcoming and can help frame the
debate correctly, there is a high degree of
convergence in both analysis of the problems and possible long term solutions.
The big question that remains is how
long it will be before we see Westminster
leadership take to the centre stage with
the central issues?
enq. 601
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2014 RIBA PRESIDENT’S MEDALS STUDENT AWARDS

‘The Medals
nurture student
development,
embrace
creativity and
innovation’
RIBA President
Stephen Hodder

Royal Institute of British Architects invites
nominations for the 2014 RIBA President’s
Medals student awards
The Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) has
announced the call for nominations for the 2014 RIBA
President’s Medals student awards. This year, the Institute is
inviting 310 schools of architecture in 62 countries to nominate
up to two design projects for the bronze medal (RIBA Part I
or equivalent), up to two design projects for the silver medal
(RIBA Part II or equivalent), and one dissertation for the dissertation medal from student work produced during the
2013/14 academic year.
Awarded for the first time in 1836 for the best architectural

essay, and from 1855 for the best drawings, the RIBA
President’s Medals are the RIBA’s oldest awards and most
prestigious architectural education awards in the world.
The deadline for submitting dissertations is Monday 14 July
and for design projects is Monday 15 September. The awards
will be presented at a ceremony at the RIBA HQ, 66 Portland
Place in London on Wednesday 3 December 2014.
Visit the website www.architectsdatafile.co.uk and enter the
reference number 61387 for more information on this year’s
judging panels.

Canary Wharf Group plc completes
external structure of Crossrail Station
news bytes
Visit the website
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
and enter the reference
number for more information

HSBC’s new private
banking HQ becomes
one of Make’s top
energy efficient
buildings...
Ref: 15539
Nottingham Trent
University has
exhibited the work of
graduating artists
and designers in a
celebratory festival of
design and
innovation...
Ref: 45096

The external structure of the Crossrail
station at Canary Wharf was completed on Friday 6 June when the final
aluminium louvre was placed on the
final gap in the roof.
There are a total of 56 elliptical
louvres 350mm in depth, made of
anodised aluminium. A key advantage
to this structure is to allow air to flow
to the roof garden below, which will
be open to the public from next year.
There will also be 115,000 sq ft of
retail and leisure space including shops,
restaurants, bars and a cinema with the
first phase due to open in May 2015,
three years before the station.
Canary Wharf Group plc’s retail
and leisure development above the new
Crossrail Station, combined with the

Turley submits application for comprehensive
redevelopment of
Milford Dock...
Ref: 19473
Benoy’s The Galleria
wins at RLI Awards....
Ref: 89988
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recent Jubilee Place extension, represents
one of the largest retail expansions
currently underway in the UK.
The Group began work on the new
Canary Wharf station in May 2009,
by creating a 250m long and 30m wide
watertight dam in the waters of North
Dock, using an innovative new ‘silent’
piling method. The station box was
then built ‘top down’, 28m below the
water surface to create the ticket hall
and platform levels.
The external architecture of this
innovative building was completed with
this final aluminium louvre.
John Garwood, Canary Wharf

Group plc secretary & legal counsel,
said: “The project has run smoothly
and on schedule. The completion of
the roof marks the final stage of construction. It will certainly be a stunning
building of architectural significance
for the UK, and a world-leading showcase of innovative design.”
The main structural works for
Canary Wharf Group’s four-storey
retail development above the station
are complete – work is now focusing
on the services and fit out of the
upper levels which are intended to
open in a phased approach over the
next three years.
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Al Jazeera announces
ground-breaking new
series ‘Rebel Architecture’
Premiering 18 August
Al Jazeera’s new series Rebel Architecture, premiering 18 August at 22:30
GMT (23:30 BST) uncovers the architects who are shunning the glamour
of ‘starchitecture’ and using design to tackle the world’s urban, environmental and social crises. The six half-hour documentaries features architects from
Vietnam, Nigeria, Spain, Pakistan, Israel/Occupied West Bank and Spain
who believe architecture can do more than iconic towers and luxury flats.

Pedeiro (stone mason/favella architect-builders) Ricardo, plans to extend his house into a 5 floor building

“This series challenges our conceptions of architecture and design, and the
way we cover them in the media”, said Giles Trendle, director of programmes
at Al Jazeera English. “With surprising and inspiring stories from all over
the world, it’s completely unlike any other programme on architecture.”
In 2010, the world’s urban population peaked, finally outweighing the
number of people living in rural areas. But this seismic change in habitat has
coincided with soaring pollution, a spectacular rise in global inequality, and
the explosive growth of informal settlements. The six architects profiled in
Rebel Architecture are willing to tackle these problems head on, even if it
means being cast out by the architectural establishment.
“In contemporary architecture, people are always concerned with ‘what
a beautiful building’ or ‘what a pretty project’... architecture should be about
something more,” says Spanish architect Santi Cirugeda, who operates at the
edge of the law, occupying municipal land to self-build public spaces.
“When we train, we are taught that architecture is like God because you
create things” says Yasmeen Lari, Pakistan’s first female architect. “As a result,
your ego is inflated. You think no-one else can do what you’re doing.”
Lari once designed glass and steel behemoths like the Pakistan State
Oil Building. But when disaster struck in 2010, and foreign aid failed to
materialise, she turned to traditional techniques to design flood and
earthquake proof buildings for people in remote regions.
Israeli architect Eyal Weizman has a radically different approach to the
profession: “Architecture and the built environment is a kind of slow
violence, designed to strangulate Palestinian villages and towns... the crime
was done on the drawing board itself ”, says Weizman. But like each of the
six architects featured in the series, he sees the solution in architecture.
“When violence is enacted through architecture, architecture must
somehow rise to resist it.”
Follow them on Twitter @RebelArchitects – or use #rebelarchitecture
to be part of the discussion.

enq.102
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The Roofing Awards – winners revealed
On Friday 16 May, the ninth annual
Roofing Awards took place at the
Hilton Metropole in central London.
A record 700 guests arrived at the
Hilton to be a part of this prestigious
industry event, which was jointly
hosted by TV Presenter and Interior
Designer Linda Barker and NFRC
Chief Executive Ray Horwood.
The Roofing Awards also reward
and put the spotlight on the individuals and organisations that go above
and beyond the call of duty.
The NFRC Health & Safety
Champion 2013 went to Lee Smith
of Longworth Building Services. His
attitude to health and safety took a
positive change as a young worker,
following a motivational talk from
someone who had fallen from a
ladder, and planned training courses.
Now he speaks with confidence and

depth at tool box talks becoming an
example of one who thinks of others
in ensuring safe working.
Exceptional Contribution to
Training¸ in partnership with CITB,
went to Mike Fildes of Fildes
Roofing Ltd. On his own initiative
and with his own funding, he has
provided training to a wide range of
young people and disadvantaged
personnel as well as the up-skilling of
the industry. More recently he has
founded his own successful Roof
Training Group.
NFRC Safety in Roofing Awards
– those who scored the highest
within their roofing discipline –
Dougall Roofing & Waterproofing
Solutions Limited for slating and
tiling; Industrial Building Solutions
for flat roofing; Impwood Roofing
Company for industrial roofing

and cladding.
The Lead Sheet Association’s
Young Lead Worker of the Year
award went to Harry Blain¸ a selfemployed leadworker from Leicester.
He scooped the award for his
methodical approach and his meticulous attention to detail, producing
the neatest and most technically
correct leadwork.
The Lead Contractors Association
presented the Murdoch award and
Murdoch Sponsor’s award for best

Winners of the 2014
Roofing Awards
Roof Sheeting – Lakesmere,
London Heathrow Eastern
Terminal 2a
Fully Supported Metal Roofing –
Richardson Roofing Co. Ltd¸
Penarth Pier, Cardiff
Vertical Cladding/Rainscreen –
Lakesmere, first direct Arena, Leeds

Keeps the
weather
outside…
outside

Liquid Applied Waterproofing –
Tor Coatings (with Roofing
Consultants Limited), Leeds Corn
Exchange
Reinforced Bitumen Membrane –
BBR Roofing Ltd, The Oasis,
Meadowhall Shopping Centre

Providing a range of resins and
topcoats, CrysticROOF® is the
leading GRP system of choice
for experienced contractors.

Solar on Roofs – Bauder Ltd
(with J Randall Roofing
Contractors Ltd), Tintern Abbey,
Monmouthshire
Slating – B & D Roofing and
Building Ltd, Jeffrey House,
Edinburgh

Tel:
01933 666780
e-mail: enquiries@crysticroof.com
Visit us: www.crysticroof.com
enq.104
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Single Ply – IKO PLC
(with Briggs Amasco),
Blacon Crematorium, Chester

Tiling – Clarke Roofing Southern
Ltd, Hollybridge, Tunbridge Wells
Green Roofs – Bauder Ltd
(with Accurate Roofing Ltd),
Fulham Jetty, London
Heritage Roofing – Claude N
Smith Ltd, The Laurels, Stilton,
Peterborough

leadwork. The former was won by
Martin (UK) Roofing Systems Ltd
for London Oratory in Kensington.
The Sponsor’s award went to Lead
Tech Roofing for Private House in
the Cotswolds.
The Roofing Awards bring
everyone within the industry
together. Along with the NFRC, the
awards hosts were the Roofing Tile
Alliance (RTA), the Liquid Roofing
Waterproofing Association (LRWA),
the Lead Contractors Association
(LCA), the Lead Sheet Association
(LSA), the Federation of Traditional
Metal
Roofing
Contractors
(FTMRC), the Single Ply Roofing
Association (SPRA), the Metal
Cladding & Roofing Manufacturers
Association
(MCRMA),
CompetentRoofer, and the Green
Roof Centre.
The key partners were B&CE
Benefit Schemes, CITB, Electrical
Contractors Insurance Company
(ECIC) and Quality Assured
National Warranties (QANW).
Of course the Awards would not
take place without the continued
support by the sponsors, in particular
SIG Roofing and Roofline who
provided additional support in the
development of the event.
All sponsors are thanked for their
continued contributions. This year
they were: Associated Lead Mills
Ltd, Avonside Roofing, Axter
Limited, Brett Martin Ltd, EasyTrim Roofing and Construction
Products Ltd, FOAMGLAS UK,
ICB (International Construction
Bureau) Ltd, Icopal Ltd, IKO plc,
John Brash & Co. Limited, M&J
Flat Roofing Ltd, Marley Eternit Ltd,
Radmat Building Products Ltd, RAM
Consultancy Limited, Monier Redland
Limited, Renolit Cramlington Ltd,
Scott Bader Limited, SFS intec Ltd,
Sika Liquid Plastics, Sika Sarnafil,
Sika-Trocal, and SSQ UK Limited.
This year’s winners and finalists
projects can be viewed at:
enq. 602
http://bit.ly/1hEXJme
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ART/ARCHITECTURE

Antony Gormley creates
inhabitable sculpture
for new London hotel
Room, by internationally celebrated
artist Antony Gormley, a giant
crouching figure on the facade of
London’s new Beaumont Hotel, the
interior of which is a hotel suite,
was unveiled at a press preview on
10 June in the presence of the artist.
Antony Gormley said: “I take the
body as our primary habitat. Room
contrasts a visible exterior of a body
formed from large rectangular
masses with an inner experience.
The interior of Room is only 4m
square but 10m high: close at body
level, but lofty and open above.
Shutters over the window provide
total blackout and very subliminal
levels of light allow me to sculpt
darkness itself. My ambition for
this work is that it should confront
the monumental with the most

personal, intimate experience.”
Antony Gormley, born in
London in 1950, is widely
acclaimed for his sculptures, installations and public artworks that
investigate the relationship of the
human body to space. His work has
developed the potential opened up
by sculpture in the 1970s through a
critical engagement with both his
own body and those of others in a
way that confronts fundamental
questions of where human being
stands in relation to nature and the
cosmos. He continually tries to
identify the space of art as a place of
becoming in which new behaviours,
thoughts and feelings can arise.
Gormley’s work has been widely
exhibited throughout the UK and
internationally. His many successful
projects include the Angel of the
North (1995-1998) and One &
Other (2009) for the Fourth Plinth
in London’s Trafalgar Square. He
was awarded the Turner Prize in
1994, and was knighted in the New
Year’s Honours list in 2014.
The Beaumont, in Brown Hart
Gardens, Mayfair, will open in
the autumn.

From balustrades, columns and porticos to
pier caps, window surrounds and custom designs
– our high specification cast stone designs
provide affordable elegance to any project.
Browse our unrivalled collection online
or call to request a catalogue.

haddonstone.com
01604 770711
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Triple accolade for
Giant’s Causeway Visitor
Centre design
The Giant’s Causeway Visitor
Centre in Northern Ireland has been
awarded three different accolades at
this year’s Royal Society of Ulster
Architects (RSUA) awards for its
sustainable design.
WYG, in conjunction with
Heneghan Peng Architects, GilbertAsh Ltd and the National Trust, is
celebrating achieving the Design
Award for projects over £3 million,
the Liam McCormich Prize for
Building of the Year and also the
DoE Planning Award for their work
on the centre.
Engineering specialists from the
Belfast office of WYG, a multidisciplinary consultancy, were commissioned by the National Trust to
provide expertise on the civil engineering design of the visitor centre.
The centre’s new facilities, which
include an exhibition space, café,
kitchen, retail space and staff areas,
have been designed to blend in to
the natural rural environment via
re-establishment of the ridge-line by
use of a part buried structure.
The centre has been awarded the
BREEAM Excellent Design Stage

As flexible as your
imagination
Designed and manufactured in Sweden,
a Gartec Platform Lift is the most aesthetically
and technically advanced available today.

Call 01296 397100 or visit
www.gartec.com
Follow:

@GartecOfficial

Leading the Platform Lift Industry
enq.106
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Certificate due to the cutting edge
techniques employed in the design
and supporting infrastructure.
From pre-planning EIA drafting
to site supervision, including road,
boundary retention and drainage
design and advice plus incorporating
sustainable urban drainage systems
(SUDs), WYG worked between
2006-2012 on developing value for
money solutions and sustainable
development for the project.
WYG ensured that there was
minimal impact on the adjoining
conservation areas including listed
features, as well as developing a
stormwater interception system to
protect the habitat of the Narrowmouthed Whorl snail.
Paul Cooke, associate director at
WYG Belfast, said: “The design of
the centre was focused on sustainability and energy efficiency but also
ensuring it remained aesthetically
pleasing and complementary to the
fabulous Antrim coastline. It was
this focus, alongside a requirement
to provide value for money, which
made the entire project so exciting
and thrilling to work on.”

news
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COMPETITION

Science Museum Research Centre to be calm
and welcoming environment for study
Coffey Architects have won the competition to design the new Science Museum
Research Centre – planned to open by
2015 – which will provide the museum
with a new kind of facility and enable a
new level of integration between exhibitions and research. It will act as a portal
to over 500,000 items contained within
the Wroughton Library, including
archive collections and original works,
placing them at the fingertips of
researchers, staff, academics and the
general public.
The new project is defined by two
simple elements: the bookcase and the
canopy. The bookcases create a warm
and welcoming landscape for research.
The canopy filters light and controls
acoustics, creating a serene environment.
The main focus of the library is the

central reading room from which all
activity is orientated. A small stair provides a direct connection to the bright
upper mezzanine with common room
and staff areas, while below the mezzanine a timber-lined research bar and
private study areas are located among
the main bookstacks. The entire room is
bathed with dappled light from thousands of small oculi set within the double
height translucent canopy above.
Practice Director Phil Coffey said:
“The scheme itself is a simple idea; to
recreate the feeling of sitting under a tree,
on a summer’s day, reading a book. The
proposed canopy will create light and
acoustic conditions conducive for study,
as well as offering a unique space with a
strong identity to be enjoyed by both
casual and academic users.”

‘To recreate
the feeling of
sitting under
a tree, on
a summer’s
day, reading
a book’
Phil Coffey, practice director

Why use our members...
 high standards
 fair price
 technical support
 peace of mind.
It goes without saying that the roof over your head is one of the most
important parts of your home, protecting you and your possessions from
the elements. Whether you need a repair, a new roof, or are replacing an
existing roof, using an NFRC member contractor to carry out the work
will give you peace of mind, as well as a weatherproof roof.

www.nfrc.co.uk info@nfrc.co.uk 020 7638 7663
,PDJHFRXUWHV\RI&RQFHSW5RRÀQJ &ODGGLQJ/WG
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cpd focus
SLIDING & FOLDING DOOR GEAR –
SPECIFICATION AND DESIGN

P C Henderson is pleased to
announce that its newly updated
CPD, Sliding & Folding Door Gear
– Specification and Design, has been
approved by RIBA. The updated
CPD material has passed
assessment, meaning those who
attend the seminar will gain an
understanding of the principal components of folding and sliding door
hardware. Attendees will discover
the benefits, features, functions and
applications of sliding and folding
door hardware in residential, industrial and commercial projects.

EFFECTIVE DESIGN OF SINGLE PLY
ROOF SYSTEMS

A leading hardware manufacturer,
HOPPE UK, now offers architects
and other specifiers a RIBAapproved CPD training on Lever
Handles and Liability. The
training, which can be carried out
as a seminar at any location, covers
the importance of specifying the
correct lever handles to comply
with legislation, regulatory
guidelines, building regs and fire
regulations. It also advises specifiers
of door hardware how best to limit
their liability.

Sika-Trocal is pleased to announce
the new RIBA-approved CPD
entitled Effective Design of Single Ply
Roof Systems. This CPD
presentation aims to assist both
specifiers and architects when
designing and selecting single ply
roofing solutions.
The CPD covers the following
topics: Design Considerations –
choosing a single ply system and
designing to the best practice;
Quality Suppliers – getting support
and services from single ply manufacturers; Guarantees – possible
flexibility and options; Industry
and Legislation – information on
meeting the correct and relevant
standards; Sectors and Build
types – the considerations and different methods available; History
and Group information – a helpful
insight into both Sika-Trocal and
the Sika Group.
Sika-Trocal has provided singleply roofing solutions to specifiers,
clients and main-contractors in the
UK for over 40 years. Sika-Trocal
specialise in single ply roofing
solutions that are designed to be
installed as quickly and efficiently as
possible, ensuring a cost-effective
solution every time.
If you are looking for assistance
when designing and selecting single
ply roofing solutions and require
further information on this seminar,
please contact Sika-Trocal directly
either via phone or email, or visit
the company’s website.

01902 484 400
www.hoppe.co.uk

01707 394444
www.sikatrocal.co.uk

0191 377 0701
www.pchenderson.co.uk
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SPECIFICATION OF FINISHES AND
MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS FOR
WOODEN FLOORS

SOUND PROOFING
INSULATION SOLUTIONS

Bona offers Specification of Finishes
and Maintenance Products for
Wooden Floors, a CPD covering
three areas. The first is preventative
maintenance, which looks at design
issues covering the layout of buildings, flooring selection, matting and
the long term flooring performance.
Secondly a section on specification
examines a floor’s life costs and
explains how to get the right specification to satisfy clients’ requirements. Finally there’s a section on
maintenance and refurbishment.

Cellecta®’s Cutting Edge Acoustics
CPD has received the stamp of
approval from RIBA. The RIBA
“CPD Assessed Material” covers
the fundamental characteristics of
acoustic Building Regulations Part
E and provides guidance on sound
proofing all types of new build and
refurbishment floors and walls,
including Robust detail and
Pre-Com. Celecta’s sound proofing
CPD is available to complete online
now via the RIBA website.

01908 525 150
www.bona.com

08456 717174
www.cellecta.co.uk
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NEW MAPEI SWIMMING POOL
CONSTRUCTION CPD

BUILDING ENVELOPE SOLUTIONS
IN STAINLESS STEEL

Mapei UK has launched a new
Swimming Pool Construction
CPD seminar. The technical
seminar will assist in the specification of correct materials, in accordance with current BS and EN
Standards. Seminars can be
arranged to suit group or specific
needs. The new CPD is 30 minutes
long, followed by a Q&A session.
The seminar examines each stage of
the build process – from construction of the pool shell, to tiling, and
it refers to the relevant design standards throughout.

With stainless steel having become
highly competitive against other
façade and roofing metals since the
launch of ferritic grades, Aperam’s
CPD presentation ‘Building
envelope solutions in stainless steel’
has taken on added significance. It
examines types and common grades
used in construction, traditional
and contemporary installation
techniques, benefits that only stainless steel can provide and misconceptions about cost. With a wide
variety of surface finishes available,
the scope which UGINOX offers
has never been greater.

0121 508 6970
www.mapei.co.uk

01246 571660
www.uginox.com
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continuing professional development
Maintaining and improving professional competence, skills, abilities and knowledge
WETROOM DESIGN & SPECIFICATION

SPECIFYING HARDWOOD TIMBER
EXTERNAL DOORSETS

As the popularity of wetrooms continues to grow, CCL Wetrooms
have developed a Wetroom Design
& Specification CPD to help guide
architects through the process of
designing and specifying a watertight wetroom. The technical presentation covers the key
considerations of designing and
specifying a wetroom, including
wetroom design and layout, waterproofing, drainage, floor build up
and installation. It also includes a
section on how wetrooms can help
meet the Lifetime Homes Standard.

Urban Front is pleased to announce
that it has joined the RIBA CPD
Network, and its CPD seminar
entitled Specifying Hardwood
Timber External Doorsets is now
available to architects and construction professionals. Learning aims
include information on insulation,
passive house, challenges with
maintenance, accessibility and door
security. The CPD is also very
visual and offers various opportunities to touch and feel samples and
lasts approximately 45 minutes.

0844 327 6002
www.ccl-wetrooms.co.uk

01494 778787
www.urbanfront.co.uk
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THE FIBRE CEMENT BUILDING
ENVELOPE

AET FLEXIBLE SPACE CPD SEMINAR
PROGRAMME

Attendees at Marley Eternit’s CPD
will be introduced to fibre cement
as a building material for both
roofing and facades. Key learning
objectives include: how fibre
cement rainscreen facade systems
can improve thermal, acoustic and
weather-resisting performance;
gaining an understanding of the
features of fibre cement; and learning how fibre cement roofing and
facade products can achieve higher
Green Guide ratings. CPDs last
approximately one hour.

AET Flexible Space has recently
updated its CPD seminar
programme to highlight the
versatility of floor plenum systems
and their application to commercial
office environments. By attending,
you will have the opportunity to
understand more about specialist
Under Floor Air Conditioning
systems. The CPD sessions lasts 45
minutes to one hour and can be
tailored to specific requirements.
They can be held at clients office’s,
or at AET’s own demonstration
building in West Sussex if preferred.

01283 722588
www.marleyeternit.co.uk

01342 310400
www.flexiblespace.com
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INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS FOR TILED WETROOMS AND
MOVEMENT JOINTS AND UNCOUPLING MEMBRANES FOR TILED COVERINGS

Solutions expert Schlüter-Systems
has launched two seminars to help
architects gain in-depth knowledge
on some of its most popular
product ranges – and how best to
use them.
The Continuing Professional
Development (CPD) RIBA
accredited seminars, lasting 45
minutes each, have been designed
to help participants keep up to date
with the latest technologies and
best practices to allow them to
make informed decisions about
which products to request in
their specifications. Held at
architects’ premises, the training
sessions are being offered free of
charge with the added bonus of
lunch included. Schlüter also host
events at other locations nationwide
with their trusted advisors, with
food and drinks provided in a
relaxed environment, which
provides an ideal opportunity for
networking with other architects.
In Schlüter’s new Integrated
Solutions for Tiled Wetrooms
seminar, the company’s popular
waterproofing and wetroom range
will be explored and explained. Ian
Knifton, head of technical and
training, commented: “The session
will provide all the information and
knowledge needed, from an
integrated approach, on the
solutions for wetroom installations
at design and specification stage,
and we hope that by the end of the
seminar participants will have
gained confidence in specifying

an integrated solution for
wetroom installations.”
The second seminar available is
titled Movement Joints and
Uncoupling Membranes for Tiled
Coverings. Ian explained: “This
session will provide information on
how to solve problems such as
moisture movement in the substrate
or drying shrinkage by specifying
the appropriate movement joints
and uncoupling membranes at the
specification phase. Participants
will come away from the seminar
confident in being able to specify
movement joints and uncoupling
membranes to counteract stresses
and prevent future problems, such
as failed sealed connections, cracked
tiles and joint, from occurring.”
A representative from the RIBA
gave their feedback on the seminar,
saying: “This is an excellent seminar
that is pitched at the right level for
architects. It covers the key issue of
movement in tiled wall and floor
coverings very well and describes
the best solutions to some very
common problems.”
Both seminars include a 15
minute question and answer session
and participants will receive a
certificate upon completion.
Anyone interested in booking a
CPD session in these subjects or
learning more about the other CPD
presentations and services available,
please call Schlüter-Systems or visit
the website.
01530 813396
www.schluter.co.uk
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editor’s focus
SIMONSWERK
The elegant door design of the HAFELE Business Development & Innovation
Centre at Haynes Way, Rugby was enhanced to ensure concealment of door
ironmongery by specifying SIMONSWERK completely hidden TECTUS
TE540FR fire rated adjustable hinges with integral intumescent material within the
hinge body. Director for Architectural Business, Mike Kelly had no hesitation in
recommending the award winning SIMONSWERK TECTUS hinge system to HB
Architects as an example of their aim to focus on providing state-of-the-art
technology and contemporary design features. The complete range of
SIMONSWERK TECTUS hinges will be on show at the London 100% Design
Show in September Stand No.E19.

Osmo UK
Keeping wooden kitchen worktops in a top condition is
an almost impossible task. Spillages and abrasions are a
common problem in this environment and result in an
unappealing work surface. Eco-friendly wood and finishes
expert, Osmo UK, offers TopOil, an interior wood
finishing treatment which is designed to keep wooden
kitchen work-tops as beautiful as the day they were
installed. Made with natural plant oils and waxes, Osmo
TopOil accentuates the wood’s natural beauty and leaves a
flawless finish which is water-repellent and resistant to
substances that usually cause staining, such as tea and
wine.
enq. 121
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Altitude Aluminium
Altitude Aluminium is an accredited partner for
both Reynaers and Schuco Systems. If you have a
project that involves curtain walling, aluminium
windows and doors or would like further
information on its products and services get in
touch today or visit its website. Based in Cheshire,
Altitude Aluminium offer a complete package for
bespoke properties and grand design builds for
anything from traditional to modern appearance.
Altitude Aluminium has the experience to advise on
design elements and is happy to work alongside
architects, homeowners or project managers to
ensure that your project is delivered on time and is
right first time. Get in touch to discuss your
project today.
enq. 122

Shaws of Darwen

Inhus
Visually stunning, practical and unique, the Inhus has everything you are looking for in a
contemporary garden room, garden office, garden studio and garden lodge. You can
choose a standard size building or the company can do a bespoke build to fulfill your
requirement at no extra cost. Inhus has been designed and developed by specialists in the
garden room industry. Utilising a combination of technical construction expertise,
architectural design knowledge and a flair for creating beautiful garden structures, Inhus
is the versatile garden room which graces gardens across the UK.
enq. 123

Shaws has an extensive range of sinks
plus vast experience in providing heavy
duty white glazed commercial fireclay for
use in schools, hospitals, laboratories,
public buildings, institutions and nursing
homes, to name but a few. Fireclay is a
traditional robust material which can be
used in many areas and is designed to
withstand heavy use. Products within the
range include heavyweight Butler sinks,
eight sizes of Belfast sinks, four differing
sizes of laboratory sinks, practical floor
or wall mounted cleaners sinks with
stainless steel bucket gratings, plus
many others.
enq. 124
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or visit our new showroom at
The Brick Man, Peterborough PE4 6ZN
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appointments & news

OFFICE FOR NATIONAL STATISTICS

Output in the Construction Industry,
April 2014 and New Orders Q1 2014
The latest estimates of output in the construction
industry for April 2014 and for New Orders for
Q1 2014 has been released by the ONS. Output
is defined as the amount charged by construction
companies to customers for value of work
(produced during the reporting period) excluding
VAT and payments to sub-contractors.
Key points are as follows:
• The seasonally adjusted estimate of construction
output in April 2014 rose by 1.2% (£113
million) when compared with March 2014.
There was a slight rise of 0.9% (£55 million)
in new work and a larger increase of 1.6%
(£57 million) in repair and maintenance.
• The year-on-year picture is also one of growth.
Compared with April 2013, construction output

increased by 4.6%, all new work increased by
4.9% due to strong increases in new housing and
private industrial work. Repair and maintenance
increased by 4.2% over the same period.
• The second estimate of GDP for Q1 2014
published on 22 May included an estimate of
construction growth of 0.6%. This has been
revised up in this release to an increase of 1.5%;
late survey data particularly for March 2014 is
the cause of this revision.
• This revision of 0.9% results in an increased
contribution to GDP growth of 0.09 percentage
points compared with the previously published
contribution of 0.01percentage points, meaning
that if all other components are unchanged,
GDP could potentially be revised by 0.1%
percentage points.

• Construction new orders in Q1 2014 were estimated to be 6.3% lower than Q4. There were
falls in orders for public new housing (-45.7%),
infrastructure (-16.5%), private industrial (-14.6%)
and private commercial work (-1.9%). Public
other new work and private housing new orders
both increased by 6.8% and 2.8% respectively.
• The fall in public housing was the largest fall
since the series began in 1964. However, the
volume of new orders of public housing was not
as low as in Q4 1990. A possible reason for the
fall in public housing new orders is that investment in housing associations is coming from
private investment rather than a public source.
Visit the website www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
and enter Ref: 77655 for more information.

FDS appointed to South East London village

TALIS UK creates 70 new jobs

The design and installation skills of award-winning
fire safety system contractors Fire Design Solutions
(FDS) have seen it appointed to a unique residential
development in Greenwich, London. Working alongside contractor Willmott Dixon, FDS will work on a
number of apartment blocks in the Greenwich
Millennium Village community. The FDS team has been tasked with the design,
supply and installation of mechanical smoke venting and corridor environmental
systems for five of the residential blocks, three of which are 10 storeys high.
Gerard Sheridan, Chairman at FDS, said: “Having worked with Willmott Dixon
in the past we’re delighted to have been appointed to their latest project.”

A leading valve, meterbox and water fitting specialist, TALIS
UK, has created 70 new jobs at its South Wales facility as well
as investing over £400,000 in a new machine that produces
outer sleeves for its widely used Talbot Matrix meterboxes.
The new 1,000 tonne injection moulding machine creates
robust sleeves for the top layer of meterboxes, making them
telescopic. The high quality device produces more than 2,000
outer sleeves a day, and to keep up the with the production
demand, an additional 70 new jobs are required. TALIS UK is employing a large
number of new employees in order to keep up with the increased level of manufacturing activity and growing demand from customers for meterboxes.

01322 387 411 www.firedesignsolutions.com
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Schöck performance values verified by OISD

Ventrolla staff achieve new qualifications

To guarantee the accuracy of its current performance
values, Schöck has submitted three of its main connectivity solutions – concrete balcony connections (type K),
steel balcony connections (type KS14) and steel beam
connections (type KST) – for independent evaluation
by the Oxford Institute for Sustainable Development (OISD). The purpose of
the investigation was to determine the resultant heat loss, minimum surface temperature and therefore temperature factor (fRSI) to comply with UK Building
Regulations Part L. The results from OISD verified the product performance
standards claimed by Schöck, with the various solutions exceeding the necessary
building regulations. Full test results are available on request from Schöck.

Investment in training by period window specialists
Ventrolla has seen staff achieve qualifications and
develop skills ranging from joinery and glazing to safety
at work. Ventrolla, based in Harrogate, offers a nationwide bespoke renovation service for timber sliding sash
and casement windows as well as for timber doors.
Managing Director David Greaves said the company is
committed to having a highly skilled and motivated
workforce, which will benefit customers as well as the
business and make it an employer of choice. He said: “Our investment in staff
training is essential to the business.”

01865 290 890 www.schoeck.co.uk
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0800 0277 454 www.ventrolla.co.uk
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SureSet your school

S

ureSet UK Ltd is the UK market leading
manufacturer of permeable resin bound
paving and have been supplying schools,
colleges and universities with attractive, practical, durable and fully permeable surface solutions
since 1997.
SureSet resin bound paving is an ideal surface
solution for playgrounds, car parks, entrance areas
and pathways. From major regeneration schemes
at prestigious universities to small refurbishment
projects designed to breathe new life and colour
into primary schools, SureSet resin bound paving
has proven to be the perfect solution for projects
of every shape, size and complexity.
Whether you want a message for visitors as they
enter the school, your school logo, car park demarcation or a visually stimulating playground, SureSet
can create a perfect, colour-matched representation
of virtually any design, however intricate.
The process is simple, just provide SureSet with
the artwork you require and its design team will
take over, creating stencils and colour matches for
your approval. Providing a hand-laid finish, the
company’s vast range offers a choice of traditional,
subtle blends as well as eye-catching, vibrant
colours that won’t fade.
The high quality permeable resin bound surfaces
installed by SureSet are environmentally friendly
and allow water to simply drain through. As well
as significantly reducing problems caused by standing water, this natural dispersal of water brings a
range of safety, comfort and maintenance benefits.

‘A vibrant looking courtyard that is
not only practical, attractive and
environmentally friendly, but will also
encourage and inspire the students
in both their learning and play’

Education and
the environment
SureSet takes a close and responsible interest in the
environmental impact of its activities and the projects in which it is involved. The company aims to
contribute to environmental improvements and to
minimise any negative environmental impacts.
Most schools take seriously their responsibility
to educate students, even at primary school age, on
the importance of looking after our planet. Many
even have their own environmental policies in place,
which in places of higher education usually involve
a great deal of input from students themselves.

As we know, lessons learnt in school are carried
into adulthood, so not only does this have a positive effect on our schools and communities, but
also creates caring young people who think about
their impact on the world.
SureSet is fully committed to its continuous
research and development programme, which has
ensured the introduction of recycled materials to
its product range.
The combination of SureSet’s recycled glass, the
environmental benefits of its permeable paving and
the design idea of Downsbrook Middle School
in Worthing (main photo), came together beautifully during a recent project.
As part of a significant expansion programme
Downsbrook Middle School wanted some vibrant
paving for a newly formed courtyard that also
needed to incorporate a simplified version of their
windmill logo.
Using three different colours of recycled glass
(lemon yellow, yellow green and mint green)
the SureSet installation team created a 74 sq m
feature courtyard.
The use of recycled glass met Downsbrook’s
impressive environmentally friendly credentials.
The school has its own ‘green family’ and for the
last six months has been using solar cells to convert
solar energy into electricity as well as maintaining
a flourishing wild area with vegetables and plants
chosen to encourage wildlife.
The result is a vibrant looking courtyard that is
not only practical, attractive and environmentally
friendly, but will also encourage and inspire the
students in both their learning and play.
enq.131

Contact SureSet UK Ltd
today on 01985 841180,
mail@sureset.co.uk or
visit www.sureset.co.uk
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VELUX Modular Skylights
Team of 4, 15 days, 420 modules, 900m2 atrium
Come rain or shine

reader
enquiry
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VELUX Modular Skylights
Designed in co-operation with Foster + Partners

When DSV Global Transport and Logistics decided to build
their new headquarters, nestled between woods and a lake,
in Hedehusene, Denmark, daylight and fresh air were key
considerations in providing a healthy working environment
for over 700 staff. VELUX Modular Skylights was the ideal
choice. It took a team of four just 15 days to install 420 fully
prefabricated modules, 35m above ground level, to create an
impressive atrium. The installation process was straightforward,
safe and continued through every type of weather.

To find out why VELUX Modular Skylights is the perfect
solution for your next commercial project, visit our new
website velux.co.uk/modularskylights where you’ll find
downloadable case studies and tools including AutoCAD,
Revit and 3DS. Or call 01592 778 916.
You can also watch our film of the DSV
installation ‘Building a Modular Atrium’ online.
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Armstrong Ceilings reign at Kings
Engineering students at the University of Edinburgh are getting a little extra help with their studies from Armstrong Ceilings.
Wood lay-in tiles and a customised wood canopy are helping to define and soften a new student work/social area as part of
the interior refurbishment of the university’s Hudson Beare Building on its Kings Buildings campus, south of the city centre.
The 50m2 canopy comprises 1200mm x 600mm US cherry veneer plain wood planks, some containing smoke detectors and
movement-sensitive lighting, with a Vector edge detail which gives a narrow 6mm reveal for a sleek, monolithic look, within
a Prelude 24 XL2 grid. This is complemented in the same room by three rows of 600mm x 600mm plain US cherry MicroLook
lay-in tiles, installed between plasterboard, on a Prelude 15 XL2 grid, as well as 16m2 of these tiles in circulation areas. The
£330,000 project was the subject of a ‘Pimp my school’ project to improve the student social/break out study space. This
resulted in the opening up of a larger room to create an additional such space. Adrian Cavaye, an interior designer at the
university’s design group in estates and buildings said: “We specified Armstrong for their range of timber tile and grid solutions.
There were no set performance or aesthetic requirements but the finish quality was as I would expect from Armstrong.”
0800 371849 www.armstrong-ceilings.co.uk
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New Valchromat colours land at Lathams
James Latham has added three new colours to its exclusive range of engineered fibreboard Valchromat – an innovative and
award winning material which is already proving extremely popular within the UK shop fitting, education and furniture
manufacturing sectors. With a total of 11 bold and impactful colours now making up the portfolio, including grey, black, red,
orange, yellow, blue and green, Valchromat offers almost limitless decorative applications. Plus, as well as the interior design
and furniture making sectors, it’s also proving to be popular option in the children’s sector for both toys and furniture, having
been approved by the British Standards Association. Scratches and marks on the finished product go largely unnoticed because
the colour runs evenly throughout the board, making it completely unique. This highly effective and impactful result is
achieved by adding organic dyes and a specially formulated resin to the wood fibre before pressing. Director Andrew Wright
commented: “We have a history and expertise in bringing new and innovative products to the UK market and Valchromat
ticks all the boxes for us.” Valchromat is easy and quick to finish as no edging is required. Being moisture and UV resistant,
non-toxic and load resistant, the possibilities for use are endless. Valchromat is available in the following board sizes: 2,500mm
x 1,850mm/1,250mm and in 8mm, 12mm, 16mm, 19mm, 25mm and 30mm thicknesses.
enq.134

Canopies UK the countrys leading
supplier and manufacturer of
outdoor canopy systems.

Outdoor covered solutions.

. UV filtering, translucent roofing sheets. . Canopies conform to European
. No pillars or posts to bump into allowing standards EN1991-1-3 : 2003.
. Tested for wind and snow
for maximum space.
loading.
. No maintenance or painting required.
Call:
Email:

01254 777002 Ext: 221

karen@canopiesuk.co.uk

www.canopiesuk.co.uk
enq.135
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So determined was a Peterborough school to gain a BREEAM
Very Good rating that it had become too expensive to construct.
Mark Smulian hears how the architects adapted the design

A

ny architect in pursuit of a BREEAM rating has a
formidable range of technical fixes at their disposal
nowadays. Rainwater collection? Solar power?
Natural ventilation? The technologies are all tried and tested
for anyone who wants to use them. So much has been learnt
about how to make buildings more sustainable that it’s
surely tempting to try to install as much of it as possible to
improve performance.
Go far enough in that direction though and sustainability
features can bust a budget, no matter what the eventual payback in terms of lower bills or their contribution to a better
environment. That was the problem that confronted building

© Woods Hardwick

contractor Kier Eastern as it sought to build the new Welland
Primary School for Peterborough City Council.
The council’s children’s department wanted a school, its
planners wanted a BREEAM Very Good rating, its finance
department wanted a budget kept to, and its architects had
come up with a design which – while ideal for the BREEAM
rating – was going to be too costly. Kier Eastern looked to
architect Woods Hardwick, with which it had previously
worked, to try to find a solution so that the school could be
built to budget and still gain the coveted rating.
The former Welland school stood in playing fields large
enough to accommodate a new school. Thus design and
Continued on page 27...

‘So much has
been learnt
about how to
make buildings
more sustainable
that it’s surely
tempting to try
to install as
much of it as
possible’

The brickwork, glazing and
roof have been designed to
work together visually
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Comar used at new 6th Form centre

Knauf Marmorit meets school’s targets

Comar Architectural Aluminium Systems recently
completed part of a new 6th Form centre at the Deepings
School in Cambridgeshire. Comar 5P.i ECO casement
windows, Comar 6 framing and Comar 7 Doors were
selected for this project. Comar 5P.i. ECO casement
windows are thermally efficient polyamide insulated
aluminium windows, offering outstanding weather performance and reduced heat
loss. Comar 6 curtain walling is a versatile thermally efficient system designed to
integrate panels and glass of different widths into the façade with special profiles
to include opening vents and doors. Comar 7 doors were a natural choice, as they
have been designed specifically for where high traffic solutions are required.

New buildings at the IES Breckland free
school in Brandon, Suffolk, have benefitted
from the exceptional thermal performance
of Knauf Marmorit’s Warm Wall Energy
external wall insulation system (EWI). The
system also contributed to essential speed of
construction and provided cost benefits
against competitive solutions. With a relatively short timescale of just nine months on-site, a lightweight steel framed
construction was chosen with a combination of Knauf ’s EWI rendered system
and timber cladding to provide an attractive, weatherproof external appearance.
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0208 685 9685 www.comar-alu.co.uk

0117 982 1042 www.marmorit.co.uk
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A. Proctor Group at Devoran School, Cornwall

Trunking keeps Pace with prestigious project

The recent upgrade of the solid walls at Devoran
School in Cornwall required a solution for the
window openings with mimimum loss of space, but
maintaining the low U-value required. Primary
Conservation Ltd contacted the A. Proctor Group
who recommended Spacetherm P (Spacetherm
bonded to Plasterboard). Spacetherm P is for use in applications where low
u-values are required with limited space. Spacetherm can be supplied as a blanket
or laminated to a number of facings to suit your individual requirements. Its’
remarkable performance is achieved through the use of flexible aerogel blankets.
The insulation used in Spacetherm is material derived from silica gel.

The impressive refurbishment of the Pace Building
within Durham University’s Palace Green Library
unites wood, exposed steelwork, concrete and glass
to provide university students with a beautifully
executed modern, hi-tech environment in which to
do research and to study. Each of the many desks
within the library have power delivered by Marshall-Tufflex’s charcoal-coloured
Sterling Profile 1 dado trunking where a perimeter cable management solution
was required. The second key requirement of the project was an underfloor power
delivery solution suited to the open plan environment of the building. For this
Marshall-Tufflex’s in-screed floor distribution system was specified.

enq.139

01250 872261 www.proctorgroup.com

01424 856610 www.marshall-tufflex.com
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Stage Electrics delivers bespoke solutions to Guildhall School of Music & Drama’s Milton Court
Milton Court, Guildhall School of Music and Drama’s state-of-the-art facility is part of a multi-million pound development
by Heron International. It houses a 608-seat, world-class concert hall, a 227-seat theatre, a studio theatre, a television studio
and three rehearsal rooms. The development updates and expands the school’s site, future-proofing it and enabling the school
to continue to offer students incomparable training in exceptional, state-of-the-art facilities. Stage Electric’s role was to supply,
install and commission the lighting, audio and video systems venue-wide, including dimmer racks, data distribution, paging
and show relay, plus custom-manufactured stage management desks, facility panels, lighting bars, ‘raceways’ and loose
equipment. Space limitations presented a major consideration to which Stage Electrics responded with tailor-made engineering
solutions for each venue, taking into account the varying degree of technical ability of the users and flexibility demanded of
each space. Stage Electrics’ comprehensive technical knowledge also benefited the school with the supply of state-of-the-art
equipment to ensure students receive the best and latest available. GMSD’s Head of Theatre Technology, Steve Huttly said:
“Stage Electrics did precisely as requested and did it well.”
 

    

0844 870 0077 www.stage-electrics.co.uk
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Total approach simplifies educational toilet specification
The number of pupils and students with special needs has grown by over 60 per cent in the past 25 years, prompting an increase
in the need of appropriate toilet facilities in educational buildings. To help specifiers better understand the legal and ‘best
practice’ requirements, disabled toilet provider Clos-o-Mat has published a white paper: Considerations & Specification of
Disabled Toilet Facilities in Educational Establishments. Robin Tuffley, Clos-o-Mat marketing manager said: “Some 60 per
cent of statemented children are now in mainstream schools, and almost 6 per cent of the higher and further education student
population has a disability. Yet according to research by the Bog Standard campaign for better school toilets, 57 per cent of
schools surveyed did not have any disabled toilet facilities!” The white paper covers all the relevant legislation and guidance
in one place, and can be downloaded direct from Clos-o-Mat’s website www.clos-o-mat.com. Clos-o-Mat, founded 50 years
ago, is the only company in its field with the in-house capability and expertise to design, supply, install, commission and service
all the equipment for an accessible toilet or hygiene room, from grab rails through hoists and height adjustable basins to
automatic (‘wash and dry’) toilets and toilet lifters.
0161 969 1199 www.clos-o-mat.com
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construction took place on the new school while the old one
remained open. Once pupils had moved to the new school the
old one was demolished – for safety’s sake during school holidays – and replaced by a car park, with playing fields being
provided by the council on a nearby site.
Peterborough is growing fast and a new school was a priority for the council, but balancing the competing demands for
school places, good design and money would be challenge
enough without the additional complexity of meeting
demanding sustainability criteria.
Woods Hardwick Director Mark Appleyard takes up the
story: “There were no particularly unusual conditions to the
site. We were brought in by Kier Eastern as there was a design
in place by the city council’s architects that was going through
planning but which was too costly.
“It needed some value engineering so that it could keep to
the council’s requirement for a BREEAM Very Good rating
but still meet the budget.”

The main change made was to what Appleyard calls “the
quite high level of sustainability features designed into it”.
Woods Hardwick decided the proposed solar attic had to go.
It would have been used to get sunlight into the building and
then store rising heat and distribute that around the school.
A useful sustainability feature certainly, but one the schools
could do without and still qualify for the Very Good category.
“With a bit of other tweaking the building would then
come in within the budget,” he says. “We kept the other sustainability features, for example there is a green roof which is
doing well.”
Woods Hardwick’s other key change was to opt for heating
from a wood pellet biomass boiler for which space had to be
found by further tweaking of the original design, though
the basic design inherited from the council remained largely
unchanged.
The design for an open building so there were no spaces
where young children might hide or get lost and there was
Continued overleaf...

The school’s ‘green’ roof in
fact lends it a red colour
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Inside the school library
(above); below shows one of
the school’s 14 classrooms

good visibility throughout the school.
“There is a single storey roof with a slight pitch at nine
degrees to get some space into the classrooms and their ceilings
follow the pitch of the roof,” Appleyard says.
Welland is built from masonry construction with steel
where required to support and retain it. Appleyard explains
that the building is single storey and the steel frame, constructed first, provides temporary support for the steel roof

© Woods Hardwick
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‘Sustainability features retained from
the original design include a rainwater
harvesting system, photovoltaic panels,
sun pipes, and wind catchers’
structure prior to the block work walls being constructed up
to the underside of the steel roof beams to provide the permanent support.
The internal load bearing block work walls provide the
main support to the building, with the external walls mainly
there to provide an aesthetic skin to the school.
Steel cross bracing was used in the steel frame where necessary to provide the required structural rigidity, so eliminating
the need for additional concrete shear walls.
The building is split into sections with structural movement
joints in the required locations, which extend through the
structure and external finishes.
Outside each classroom is the glazed veranda roof, which is
supported off a series of simple columns and roof beams connected back to the main structure. This neat structural solution allows the roof and building loads to be transferred down
to and spread along traditional shallow strip footings with
nominal reinforcement.
The edges of the green roof are finished with a polyester
powder coated aluminium fascia finished in dark grey, creating
a strong break between roof and wall.
On the roof, the selection of plant colours used complements the external fabric providing a homogenous colour
scheme across the elevations.
Other sustainability features retained from the original
design include a rainwater harvesting system, photovoltaic
panels, sun pipes, and wind catchers.
The school has two forms of pupils joining each year with a
total of 420 places from reception class through to Year 6
accommodated in 14 classrooms.
Classrooms are arranged in pairs for each year group with
cloakrooms and toilets sited between each. Welland also has
two halls, a food technology room, staffroom, activity space
and library together with various storerooms and offices.
Classrooms and these other facilities are designed around a
single ‘street’, opening off it, along which roof lights enhance
natural daylight.
For both the school halls the structure is a series of portal
frames supporting the roof with a masonry cavity wall external
envelope. A ground bearing, reinforced concrete floor slab
forms the school’s floor.
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‘Classrooms and other facilities are
designed around a single ‘street’,
opening off it, along which roof lights
enhance natural daylight’

When choosing a palette of materials for the building,
Woods Hardwick opted for using facing bricks, render,
aluminium and glazing, all of which were picked for sustainability and strong visual appearance.
Most of the walls comprise buff coloured facing brickwork
panels constructed in traditional stretcher bond with recessed
mortar joints and including a blue engineering brick plinth to
the perimeter of the building and a continuous blue engineering brick course at window sill level.
Continued overleaf...

The school while under
construction
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The main’ street’ runs through the school with classrooms off it
© Woods Hardwick

‘The school was recognised with a category
award in the Local Authority Building Control
East Anglia Building Excellence Awards’

Client: Peterborough
City Council
Architect:
Woods Hardwick
Contractor:
Kier Eastern
Mechanical and
electrical engineers:
Mott McDonald
Structural engineers:
PEP Civil and
Structures
Landscape architects:
ACD Landscape
Architects
Cost consultants:
Davis Langdon,
AECOM
BREEAM adviser:
SRL Technical Services

Windows and doors in the brickwork are punched openings
incorporating double glazed sealed units within polyester
powder coated aluminium window and door frames recessed
into the reveals. Back painted glazed panels have been incorporated within the window units where they cross the floor
zones so as to retain the simplicity of design in the ‘open’
building style.
The classrooms are generally white polyester powder coated
aluminium curtain double glazed walling units matching the
profile and colour of the window units and incorporating the
same back painted glazed panels where necessary.
Entrances to cloakroom areas are finished in a smooth,
coloured insulated render system to break up the brickwork
and give the classroom entrances their own identity. The
render is off-white, which provides a strong contrast to the
buff brickwork.
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Welland’s main colour scheme for the building is provided
in the panels, door surrounds and veranda structure and
comprises a mix of sage green and a soft grey/blue, which
complement and blend with the other external materials and
green roof.
Dealing with architects is perhaps outside the everyday
experience of head teachers, but Welland’s Head Giles Civil
had a positive experience. He says: “We have found Woods
Hardwick to be open, honest and practical in their design
approach. Their designs show clarity of purpose, practicality and flexibility, essential aspects to a modern primary
school building.”
The school was recognised with a category award in the
Local Authority Building Control East Anglia Building
Excellence Awards last year.
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The next big thing in platform lifts

P

latform lifts have been around for some
time now with the standard platform size
of 1,100mm wide x 1,500mm long, more
than capable of accommodating a wheelchair passenger and attendant but when you need to move
individual items which are longer than 1,500mm
what do you do?
This was the situation at Cardiff University in
their chemistry building. The university needed to

move chemistry trolleys safely and easily between
the preparation and chemistry labs, which measured 1,650mm long. The standard platform lift
was too short in length and the next option was a
conventional 13 person passenger lift, which due
to the deep pit requirements, could not be provided in the existing building.
After discussion with Axess 4 All, the large
capacity A8000 platform lift was suggested, which
has all of the benefits of a platform lift with a small
recess and no over travel but with a platform length
of 2,480mm long.
A space for the A8000 was found in the
entrance stairwell and as the platform lift would
sit inside the existing ornate stairwell, it was
decided that the shaft panels should be glazed to
allow as much light as possible though the platform lift and continue with the feeling of space
within the stair well. To ensure the platform lift
would also fulfil its requirements from a disabled

access perspective, the unit was fitted with power
operated doors with remote push button which
allowed wheelchair users to call the lift and be out
of the swing of the power operated doors.
Installation took place over the spring half term
break so disruption to the university and students
was kept to a minimum with the platform lift
being installed, commissioned and handed over
within a five day period.
enq.143

Call Axess 4 All Ltd on 0208 213 3099, email sales@axess4all.com or visit www.axess4all.com
P C Henderson helps Lowther Primary School

Metal Technology products make the grade

P C Henderson’s Lift and Slide System has been
installed in the second phase of refurbishment
for Lowther Primary School, London Borough
of Richmond, to help transform the facilities and
complement the existing building. Part of the
second phase extension doubled the size of the
primary school with a new two-storey building,
taking it from single form entry to two-form entry. As part of this phase of the
project, P C Henderson’s Lift and Slide hardware was installed helping create a
dramatic entrance to the playground. The 900m2 block is comprised of four
classrooms, a hall, a kitchen, an ICT suite, staff room and support rooms.

Metal Technology’s infinitely recyclable products have
helped the UK’s first ‘marine academy’ to achieve its goal
of minimising its carbon footprint while meeting or
exceeding all the environmental legislation that relates to
an academy. The £9.5 million refurbishment and new
build at the academy was installed with Metal
Technology’s fully complementary systems of windows,
doors and curtain walling, providing structural integrity,
weather performance, thermal enhancement and security
across the scheme. Window treatments were comprehensive, with both 5-20Hi+
Thermally Enhanced Tilt and Turn and System 4-20Hi+ installed.

0191 377 0701 www.pchenderson.co.uk
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and enter the reference number for more information

Gradon Architecture’s unique
school and pool plan for people
with complex needs...
Ref: 69078
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ROCKFON refurbish Leeds City College

news bytes
Miller to deliver £31.4 million
Alford Community Campus...
Ref: 73347

028 9448 7777 www.metaltechnology.com

University of Bath launches
HEFCE funded MSc in Modern
Building Design...
Ref: 46053
Turley delivers De Montfort
University masterplan...
Ref: 75093

Leeds City College has opened a new city-centre
campus, part of a £14 million new build extension and
refurbishment of a Grade II listed building. Being a
refurbishment project, the build had a number of challenges. The ceiling contractor turned to ROCKFON
to provide the acoustic and environmental solutions.
2,000m² of Rockfon Artic were installed in the stores, washrooms and circulation
areas. Both Rockfon Artic and Rockfon Alaska ceiling tiles are made of stone
wool and offer excellent performance in regards to humidity resistance and fire
safety. The tiles provide up to 100 per cent relative humidity and were chosen for
the washroom areas because they will not absorb moisture and sag.
0208 222 7457 www.rockfon.co.uk
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A destination in its own right
London Heathrow Airport’s new, wave-roofed Terminal 2 building – The
Queen’s Terminal – opened for business this month. Ray Philpott looks at
architect Luis Vidal’s vision for this high-profile icon of air travel

A
Concept and lead architect
Luis Vidal (right) with
architectural project director
Oscar Torrejon

rchitect Luis Vidal says he wants London Heathrow’s
visually impressive Terminal 2 building to be seen as
|a destination in itself.
That’s a pretty bold ambition for a building with the primary
role of moving 20 million people in and out of the country
every year, as quickly and effectively as possible.
For Vidal though, airport terminals are never merely functional buildings, they are the 21st century equivalent of cathedrals. He argues that they should be grandly designed places
for people to meet, interact and – importantly – enjoy themselves while at the same time being iconic focal points for they
cities they serve.
The Barcelona-based architect has a strong track record in
this area, as the project director for Terminal 4 of Madrid

‘For Vidal
though, airport
terminals are
never merely
functional
buildings, they
are the
21st century
equivalent of
cathedrals’

Right and far right: glass and
a light-reflecting micro-fabric
ceiling combine to bathe the
departure hall in light.
Centre: glazing in the curved
roof faces north to minimise
solar gain
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Barajas Airport, co-author and director of a new international
airport for Warsaw and designer of Spain’s much-acclaimed
Zaragoza Airport.
Terminal 2 delivers on many levels. It feels and looks spacious without being overpowering and yet, at the same time, it
is intuitively easy for passengers to navigate it’s light-filled,
user-friendly environments.
The sense that you are ‘somewhere special’ is strongly
reinforced by Slipstream, an enormous piece of public art
suspended along the whole length of the building’s airy
lobby. The 78m-long, shining, flowing sheet-metal sculpture
designed by renowned British artist Richard Wilson, unfailingly creates a great sense of occasion. Representing the path
of an aerobatic aircraft as it spins and soars through the air, it’s
© LHR Airports Limited
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© LHR Airports Limited

‘An undulating, steel framed,
wave-shaped roof flows above the
whole length of the building, its peaks
containing north-facing glazing,
bathing the interior in natural light’
a show-stopper that’s impossible to miss as you arrive or leave
the building.
The terminal is to be the home of the Star Alliance, a grouping of 23 of the world’s leading airlines that will migrate all its
services over to Terminal 2 by the end of this year, reducing
transfer times between flights from 90 plus to 60 minutes.
The original Terminal 2, constructed in 1955, was demolished in 2010 to make way for the new building. Construction
has been led by main contractor HETco, a joint venture
between Ferrovial Agroman and Laing O’Rourke, appointed
by client Heathrow Airport Ltd (HAL).
“We’ve been building Terminal 2 in the heart of a fully operational airport,” explains John Holland-Kaye, development
director for HAL. “At the same time we’re improving the
surrounding roads and links to transport services.
“To successfully complete the project on time without
impacting on every day operations has required detailed planning and collaboration between all the construction partners.”
Looking to the future, neighbouring Terminal 1 will be
demolished and Terminal 2 expanded to take its place, creating
a super terminal.
Heathrow’s primary objective for the new Terminal 2 is to
ensure it really works for passengers, offering an improved
travelling experience that makes it a pleasure to use. Early passenger feedback has given a thumbs-up to the design, developed by the project team at Luis Vidal + Architects (LVA).
So, how does Heathrow Terminal 2’s design help to achieve
that objective?
Continued overleaf...

© LHR Airports Limited
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Natural flow

‘The sense
that you are
‘somewhere
special’ is
strongly
reinforced by
Slipstream, an
enormous piece
of public art’

The showpiece entrance and exit lobby is roughly the size of
the Turbine Hall at the Tate Modern. Walkways from the
lobby lead around the sculpture to the check in, bag-drop and
security area, which then flow into a giant, sweeping balcony
that overlooks the capacious departure hall with its shops,
restaurants and bright, airy waiting area.
Travellers can see the aircraft and their departure gates
through the 10m-high steel-framed, reinforced blast-proof
glass wall at the furthest (eastern) end of the building. From
the departure hall passengers can directly access gates, or go
through a tunnel to the Grimshaw-designed satellite building
(known as T2B) where there are additional gates.
An undulating, steel-framed, wave-shaped roof flows
above the whole length of the building, its peaks containing
north-facing glazing, bathing the interior in natural light.
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The ceiling inside features a stretched fabric that reflects and
refracts light and presents an aesthetically pleasing visual surface. The roof also features LED mood lighting that changes
colour according to the daylight and weather conditions to
help keep passengers conformable and calm.
Passengers flying in to Heathrow enter the terminal via a
security area, followed by baggage reclaim and then take walkways back up to the lobby and its monumental sculpture.
Vidal is clear about what the LVA design is trying to
achieve. “Heathrow is determined to create the best passenger
experience – so we designed it around the passenger. It’s a very
easy building to read – you can understand it and work your
way through it comfortably. At its heart it’s a very simple twolevel terminal. You don’t have to change levels all the time and
each different area is part of a natural flow.”
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That straightforwardness is evident in the check-in area for
example, which has a lot of space with clear signage and provides passengers with an intuitive route and a simple process to
go through.
To aid passengers, the flooring is a terrazzo in three
Heathrow brand tones – lighter for large public areas, darker
for retail and an intermediate colour for marking paths.
“Terminal two is a ‘fourth generation’ airport terminal,”
says Vidal. “I think the previous generation are essentially
shopping malls where, occasionally, a plane takes off. However,
people using these buildings are disconnected from their journey with very little information about gates and destinations,
and have no sight of their gates.
“We’ve improved way-finding so that the architecture,
the roof itself, guides the passenger towards the plane. People
can see the aircraft, the gates and the stands as they go airside, making them feel more relaxed – and that’s better for
business.”
Customers approach the departure hall or plaza, as Vidal
refers to it, via a majestically wide balcony overlooking it.
“Again, from here you can see everything ahead of you, where
you are going, the retail, refreshments and waiting area,”
explains Vidal. “You decide what you want to do and start to
relax and enjoy this space. I like to think we have created a new
Covent Garden for London!”
In fact, the departure hall with its retail and refreshment
facilities and waiting area, is roughly the same size as the heart
of Covent Garden. It’s home to 50 restaurants and shops,
including Heston Blumenthal’s Perfectionist’s Cafe and the
first John Lewis store to be located at an airport.

Flooded with light
Vidal firmly believes good lighting conditions are essential for
an enjoyable passenger experience. “This building is flooded
with natural light of the highest quality. Artificial light, too, is
very important and ours has a similar quality to daylight.
“At the same time the right balance of colour must be

© David Levene

achieved, it cannot be too grey or too powerful. So, for
example, when it is cold outside the LED mood lighting is
more red, to mimic the light of the sun and help reduce the
anxiety of the customers. At night our lighting systems emit
light that mimics daylight.”
Achieving good acoustics, he says, is also critical for the success of the design as people find it hard to relax in large areas
full of reverberating sound.
The silicon-coated fibre fabric arches on the interior of the
ceiling play an effective role in controlling both visual and
aural aspects. They reflect natural light and highlight the LED
colours. They are micro-perforated (30 per cent of their surface area consists of perforations) to prevent reverberated and
echoing sounds that naturally occur in a large space, acting as a
baffle to prevent sounds from bouncing back. The fabric is
Continued on page 37...

Above and far left:
The impressive Slipstream
artwork that dominates the
terminal's entrance and exit
lobby was created by British
artist Richard Wilson (centre)
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Tom Clarke MP visits ‘centre of excellence’

enq.147

Bison Manufacturing’s ‘centre of excellence’ for bespoke precast concrete in
Uddingston, Scotland, has hosted a special visit from Rt Hon Tom Clarke MP.
The factory tour follows Mr Clarke’s visit to the new Terminal 2 at Heathrow,
where he saw at first hand Bison’s £1.15 million work on the UK’s newest airport
terminal. Bison was responsible for producing more than 40,000 square metres
of flooring for the project – equivalent to almost 10 acres and enough to cover
around six football pitches. Mr Clarke, whose constituency of Coatbridge,
Chryston and Bellshill includes Bison’s New Edinburgh Road plant, was keen to
gain a deeper understanding of the processes that go into making the company’s
market leading precast concrete products, which can be found in major projects
in a variety of sectors across Scotland and the wider UK. He said: “It’s encouraging
to see a local manufacturer flourishing, particularly one that has the ability to
make the most of opportunities across the UK.”
enq.148
01283 817500 www.bison.co.uk
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BUILDING
PROJECTS

The departure hall (right)
is home to 50 shops and
restaurants. The check-in area
(below), is well signposted and
easy to navigate

  
  
Footprint:
100,000 sq m
Check-in kiosks:
126 traditional and
self-service, handling
3,000 people
per hour
Leisure space:
more than
20,000 sq m
Sliptream
sculpture:
77 tonnes, 18m
from ground

© LHR Airports Limited

Passengers:
20 million a year
installed in situ and stretched over the roof ’s steel framework.
Vidal adds: “At the same time the textures of the building
need to be soothing. Even if we cannot physically touch them,
we can sense them and it engenders a certain calmness.”

Sustainability
The structure not only has clean lines, it runs clean too. This
is the first airport terminal to achieve a BREEAM Excellent
rating. Being well glazed it needs less artificial light, and the
north-facing roof glazing brings in light without direct sun,
minimising solar gain and the need for more air-conditioning.
These factors reduce power consumption.
Elsewhere solar-controlled glass prevents heat gain and an
overhanging roof shades south-facing windows. The sophisticated lighting control system reduces energy use by switching
lights off in parts of the building that are not in use or when
daylight is stronger.
Around a fifth of its energy needs come from renewable
resources, with power coming from a biomass boiler burning
sustainably-sourced wood and 1,000 sq m of photovoltaic
panels in the roof.
The building is also designed to be easily upgradeable and
modified, enabling new systems and technology to be added
to meet future needs.

While it’s good to be green, Vidal recognises that people’s
overall impressions of the building will ultimately determine
its image and reputation.
“I think it’s important to remember that 40 per cent of passengers using the terminal are in transit, so they’ll never leave
this building. For many people it may be the only image they
have of London and England.
“That’s why we’ve made Terminal 2 really stand out, to
transmit the values of this city and offer people the very best
experience of air travel.”

Car park:
1,340 spaces
Gates: 10 at T2,
12 at T2B
Departure hall
height: 18m

Lead architect:
Luis Vidal
Project director
(architects):
Oscar Torrejon
Main contractor:
HETco
Concept engineering:
Ferrovial Agroman
Structural engineering:
Fhecor, Merebrook

© LHR Airports Limited

Lighting:
studioFRACTAL
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Encasement takes off with Gatwick
Airport terminal redevelopment

T

he £40 million refurbishment and
upgrading of London Gatwick Airport’s
South Terminal departure lounge and
retail area is using 27 Circa column casings
from Encasement to conceal structural steelwork
while adding an extra touch of style to the remodelled interior.
Gatwick’s transformed retail area now has
21 new and refreshed stores including Harrods,
Zara, Ernest Jones and Lacoste, as well as a range
of other outlets representing some of the world’s
largest and best known international brands.
Encasement manufactured, supplied and
installed the column casings, which range in height
from 3,300 mm to 7,500 mm to precise specifications, ensuring that the high standard of interior
design and finish was maintained. The upper

section of each casing is finished in Formica® FR
grade real wood laminate, which was supplied to
Encasement as a bespoke sheet, while the lower
1,200mm uses brushed stainless steel, which also
incorporates flush fitting aluminium feature joints.
Constructed from durable and tough 12mm
thick pre-formed plywood, the 800mm diameter
‘Circa’ casings are located throughout the departure lounge area and were installed overnight
by Encasement to ensure that there was no disruption to passengers or the terminal’s normal daily
flight operations.
Martin Taylor, Encasement’s managing
director, commented: “This is another highly
prestigious project for us that allowed us to
demonstrate our manufacturing and installation
capabilities to meet demanding specifications

and integrate seamlessly with the main contractor’s
work programme. The end result is extremely
impressive and we’re delighted to have played a
part in this project.”
enq.150

Encasement specialises in the supply of decorative casings, interior wall linings and cladding.
Further information can be obtained visiting www.encasement.co.uk or by calling 01733 266889

Trief kerbs deliver enhanced safety

Waverly Steps project gives Edinburgh a lift

Trief vehicle containment kerbs from Brett
Landscaping have been specified to provide protection on bridges as part of Manchester’s major
Metrolink project. The proven quality of Trief – the
only product of its type to be independently tested
to the BS EN 1317-2 standard for road restraint
systems – was instrumental in Brett Landscaping being chosen for use within
Phase 3 of Metrolink, Manchester’s light rail system. Selecting a suitable containment kerbing system still required extensive research to find a well-engineered
safety kerb that was proven to deliver the required standard of safety – and the
unique credentials of Trief made it particularly attractive to the Metrolink team.

Glass and glazing specialist GLASSOLUTIONS has
played a key role in the £9.5 million project to upgrade the
famous Waverley Steps which form the landmark link
between Edinburgh station and the Scottish capital’s city
centre. Prior to the access improvement programme, ‘The
Steps’ were fully exposed to the elements and aesthetically
unremarkable. The solution entailed extensive glazing in a
self-supporting fully-glazed structure, utilising advanced
glass technology from GLASSOLUTIONS. The result is
a ‘light-touch’ structure which doesn’t interrupt the surroundings whilst at the
same time is striking in its own right.
enq.152
02476 547400 www.glassolutions.co.uk
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0845 6080570 www.brettpaving.co.uk

Transport-ing toilets of the future to increase travel for all
Latest research shows transport hubs still need to make significant improvements, especially to their toilets, to enable more
people to use the services. But management can enhance their toilet provision more easily, despite new legislation and ‘good
practice’ guidance, with a new online document. Clos-o-Mat, a leading UK disabled toileting solutions provider, has published
a white paper, Provision of Accessible Toilets in Public Transport Sites. In one source, available for download, the guide covers
the affects of the new Building Regulations Approved Document M 2013, plus all other appropriate guidelines, to create the
most accessible toilet provision at transport hubs. Robin Tuffley, Clos-o-Mat marketing manager said: “The three modes of
transport adults with an impairment report to use ‘less than would like’ are local buses (18 per cent), and long distance trains
(18 per cent). Some 25 per cent of disabled people surveyed after the 2012 Olympics said they still had problems using train
stations, sometimes enough to put them off completely, in particular being unable to access toilets.” The white paper can be
downloaded free of charge at www.clos-o-mat.com. The website also has other sector-specific white papers available for free
download, plus all relevant CAD drawings.
0161 969 1199 www.clos-o-mat.com
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UZIN adhesive at Cheltenham Racecourse
Cheltenham Racecourse continually invests in
developing and improving its facilities and most
recently refurbished the hall of fame and entrance
hall in October 2013. Thousands of people walk
through the entrance and hall of fame every year so
the client required a robust and stylish finish.
Quality installation was paramount so contractor Floorline turned to UZIN to
ensure the installation was durable and completed to the highest of standards. A
WOLFF Turbo Stripper and Duro Stripper as well as UZIN KE 2560UK carpet
adhesive helped contribute towards the overhaul of the floors at the racecourse.
The refurbishment created a vibrant and welcoming atmosphere.
01788 530 080 www.uzin.co.uk

enq.154

Quietly attaining Olympic quality in roofing
The Copper Box Arena, built at a cost of £44
million as the Handball Arena for the London
2012 Olympic Games, is one of the first Olympic
venues to re-open as a community venue for
sports. Neighbours will remain undisturbed to
the loud activities and support within, as a result
of the Protan single ply roof. The roof of the
7,000 seat venue has been created using 8,000m2 of Protan SE 1.6mm
membrane, mechanically fixed with heavy duty carbon steel fasteners. The
membrane is laid on top of 8,000m2 of Protan VB250 vapour control membrane,
210mm thick Rockwool insulation and a 0.7mm thick galvanised steel deck.
01925 658001 customercare@protan.co.uk

enq.155

A proven permeable grass solution
The drainage and reinforcement qualities of any grass reinforcement system are
key factors in the growth of green urban landscapes and eco environments. UK
firm Grass Concrete Ltd, of Wakefield, has over 40 years experience of grass
reinforcement installations across worldwide. The company’s Grasscrete product
has become the generic reference for permeable grass paving, especially for flood
alleviation and storm water management. A cast on-site concrete system, it offers
excellent grass coverage. The strong ground reinforcement qualities of it are essential where regular or heavy traffic is expected. During rainfall deep soil pockets
provide sufficient water attenuation to reduce peak demand on the main sewer
infrastructure. In the UK many town centre flood risk areas and river walkways
utilise Grasscrete. Where there is a requirement for green landscaped environments its offers an added advantage of traffic weight loads up to 40 tonnes, critical
for busy trafficked areas, car parks, overspill or emergency access vehicles. Now
available with added colour concrete options, Terratone Grasscrete integrates
with even more landscaped environments.
01924 379443 www.grasscrete.com

•
•
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Suitable for homes without access to mains drainage
Discreet solution to on-site sewage treatment
10 models in the range with a capacity up to 50pe
CE Marked and EN 12566-3 Certiﬁed
Uses the extended aeration method to treat sewage
96% eﬃciency allows a typical 3-5 year emptying interval
Visually unobtrusive and odourless
25 year warranty on GRP & 2 year warranty on the air pump
Deal direct with the 6,Manufacturer

0800 731 9421 www.webuildit-ltd.co.uk
enq.157
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BOVINGDON
BRICKS
When appearance really matters

Genuine handmade and machine made facings, in Metric (machine
and handmade) and a range of Imperial (Handmade) sizes. We also
manufacture a full range of standard and non standard specials, as well
as arches to match our range. We also have a specialist cut and bond
department, alongside our special range

Ley Hill Road, Bovingdon, Hertfordshire, HP3 0NW
T: 01442 833176 F: 01442 834539
E: info@bovingdonbricks.co.uk W: www.bovingdonbricks.co.uk

enq.159
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Brick Slips, Thin Bricks
and Brick Veneer
Matclad Ltd are brick makers that specialise is
manufacturing purpose made 20mm thick brick
slip facing in the UK.
Matclad Ltd currently offer stock, rustic and
genuine handmade brick slip finishes in metric,
imperial and roman sizing which are frost
resistant (CERAM BS-EN 771:F2) and suitable
for external and internal projects.
September will see the launch of extruded, wirecut and feather textured
brick slip ranges.

Call us today on 01978 291133
enq.161
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Standing the test of time
Richard Brown, category marketing manager at Wienerberger, explains how the versatility
of clay, combined with its inherent properties, makes it an extremely viable and attractive
choice for specifiers and architects

M

ost know of the inherent solidity and security
associated with the material, and of the rich architectural history of clay brick in the UK. However,
perhaps some of clay’s other benefits are still too often overlooked. Clay has the potential to be an unsung material hero,
meeting most structural requirements while giving architects
a variety of options in terms of product, application and design.
Clay’s sustainability credentials are invariably strong, while it
also provides a winning combination of being low maintenance,
extremely durable and thermally efficient.
Though still the ideal choice for traditional bricks, new technologies and construction product developments mean that
this is now just the tip of the iceberg in terms of how well clay
can function in modern architecture. Much of this progress and
development stems from the adaptability and compatibility of
the materials: clay works beautifully with other common materials such as wood and glass, both in terms of practical efficiency
and curb appeal. Such is the durability of the product that it
can be easily recycled even at the end of its building life, while
clay is also one of the easiest materials for modifying a building
in the future. Not only that, it’s comparatively cost effective
against many other facade materials both in terms of total
installation cost and whole life costs.
One such development in clay is the fact that architects are
no longer limited by colour. The ‘heritage’ tag that brick is
traditionally associated with is challenged by the fact that new
colouration options give clay bricks more contemporary and

dynamic applications. By applying glaze to high specification
facing bricks, the choice of facade shades is virtually limitless.
The high gloss finish on these bricks not only bolsters the
aesthetic value, but actually offers protection to the depth and
hue of the brick, keeping the finished structure vibrant and true
to the original design for the lifetime of the building.
Furthermore, clay can also be used to meet the modern trend
for architects to vary the material dimensions of external wall
finishes in order to generate different visual effects. Likewise,
the structural longevity that clay products naturally possess is
a real advantage and an attractive property to architects and
consumers alike. However, new systems are able to offer the
versatility and delicacy of design that, in the past, would have
been out of their reach.
In a similar vein, it is also worthwhile mentioning brick slips.
Widely available and increasingly popular in the industry, brick
slips are ideal on projects whereby the use of full brick is either
impossible or impractical, but the thinness of a 15mm thick slip
can give the desired effect – all with the added advantage of an
easy fixing and fitting method.
Clay can be so much more than simply traditional brick. The
material is one that should be in the thoughts and designs of
architects across the country as a leading option. It’s easy to peg
a material as only capable of delivering a single aesthetic, but
with the imagination, range and innovation currently on the
market, I’d challenge architects and contractors across the
country to think of clay walling in a new, contemporary light.

‘Clay stays as
good as new,
even when
it’s over 100
years old’
Richard Brown

enq.162
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EVERYTHING WE DO
IS CONSTRUCTIVE.

WE RECOGNISE THAT AS ARCHITECTS AND DESIGNERS YOU ARE CONSTANTLY LOOKING
FOR FLEXIBLE YET PROVEN MATERIALS. THE THINK BRICK CAMPAIGN IS HERE TO ENABLE
YOU TO INNOVATE AND INSPIRE IN EQUAL MEASURE.
reader
enquiry

That’s why we believe clay bricks and pavers remain the materials of choice in today’s construction market.
ā Flexible – from contemporary, award
winning constructions such as the Carmelite
Monastery to the classic St Pancras entrance;
brick provides complete versatility
ā Proven – around 1,200 different bricks are
produced in the UK alone
ā Strong – offering long term durability and
sustainability, lasting over 150 years

163

ā Supportive – The Brick Development
Association, supported by the brick
industry is influential in producing
technical documentation designed
with you in mind.
Everything we do is constructive for you.
Call us today on 020 7323 7030 email brick@brick.org.uk,
or visit http://www.brick.org.uk/architect
@BricksUK #everythingconstructive

structural elements; external envelope (incl. external fixtures)

alsecco launches brick slip and tile range
alsecco has sourced one of the largest and most
innovative ranges of brick slip and tile finishes, available to you now under one roof, as collection
alsecco. alsecco ensure the thermal performance of
your building with high performance, BBAapproved insulated systems to suit all types of
project and specification. With the addition of collection alsecco to the portfolio,
alsecco offers one the most comprehensive ranges of brick slip and tile finishes,
providing design freedom and versatility for architects and designers. Bringing
together acrylic, clay, stone and ceramic finishes, collection alsecco is the ideal
solution for renovation and new build projects alike.
01785 818998 www.alsecco.co.uk/collection
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Striking refurbishment by Remmers
Located in the historic Eyre Square, the focal point of
Galway, is Dunnes Stores. The Georgian facade of the
building required extensive repair and refurbishment
to the render which was suffering with a high degree
of cracking. Repairs to the render were carried out
using Betofix RM. This advanced cementitious repair
mortar is designed to be easy to use and fast curing, which allows it to be applied
and built up in several layers within a short period of time prior to application of
the coating system. Finally, to protect the facade from further damage, Remmers
Elastoflex system was chosen for its excellent crack bridging, anti-carbonation
and waterproofing abilities and to give a high degree of finish to the exterior.
0845 373 0103 www.remmers.co.uk

enq.165

Armstrong Ceilings launches new catalogue
The ultimate guide to ceiling systems has been
launched by Armstrong. One of the leading interior
solution providers has launched its new 2014/2015
catalogue for mineral, metal, wood and fabric ceilings
to help architects, interior designers and facilities
managers specify the most appropriate ceiling system
solution. The A4 brochure is available to download from its websites and provides
all the information specifiers and contractors need to make informed choices for
education, healthcare, office, retail and leisure applications. Illustrated with stunning imagery of both standard and bespoke ceiling products in worldwide projects, it also incorporates technical information on installation and maintenance.
0800 371849 www.armstrong-ceilings.co.uk
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Damp proofing duo qualities recognised
Two of the most popular products in the range
from Delta Membrane Systems – MS20 and
MS500 – have once again been awarded British
Board of Agrément Certificates. These products
have been shown to be fit for purpose with the
award of Certificate No. 00/3742. Part of the
BBA formal three yearly review, these new
certificates include factors relating to compliance
with Building Regulations and additional non‐regulatory information where
applicable, along with independently verified technical specification, assessment
criteria and technical investigations. Design considerations and installation
guidance also feature.
enq.167
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a total solution for architectural glazing

Pointing to a winning solution

DWULXPV
IDFDGHV
FDQRSLHV
SDUWLWLRQV

URRÀLJKWV
EDOXVWUDGH
FRQVHUYDWRULHV
ZDONRQÀRRUV

VKXIÀHJOD]LQJ
IUDPHGJOD]LQJ
VWUXFWXUDOJOD]LQJ
IUDPHOHVVJOD]LQJ

Tel: 01842 816080
VDOHV#JOD]LQJLQQRYDWLRQVFRXN
ZZZJOD]LQJLQQRYDWLRQVFRXN
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Powdertech (Corby) Ltd is entering work recently completed at Centre Parcs
Woburn Forest, Bedfordshire, in the Galvanizers’ Association Galvanizing Awards
(GAGA), June 2014. The project will be entered in two categories – the duplex
category (organic coating on galvanized steel) and the sustainability award.
Working together with Wood & Wood International Signs Ltd, Powdertech has
optimised the design of over 450 steel posts for galvanizing, and coated them
with Powdertech Wood Finish (PWF), Sherwood Oak, to meet Centre Parcs’
aesthetic criteria and requirement for maintenance-free durability. Sales Director
Richard Besant said “Using galvanized steel and PWF reduces the impact of
deforestation and eliminates the need for wood preservatives and ongoing
maintenance.” Powdertech PWF combines the natural look of wood with the
strength of steel and a life expectancy in excess of 15 years. The winning projects
will be announced at the awards ceremony on 26th of June at the Royal
Aeronautical Society in London.
01536 400890 www.powdertechcorby.co.uk

enq.170

Are you searching for a long lasting façade
solution, that will give you ultimate design
flexibility and will fit your budget...?
Yes? Then use Vitrabond!
Well established in the market, Vitrabond is globally recognised by Architects, Builders and
Installers as the superior ACM rainscreen cladding panel solution. With large stock levels, vast
colour range and continual product development, Vitrabond is readily available to meet your
requirements. The composition of Vitrabond is extremely rigid and yet easily formed into many
shapes to suit any design requirement.

For more information visit www.vitrabond.com
• More than 60 standard colours • No minimum quantities on standard colours • Robust & durable • Long warranty
• Large stocks • One of the most competitively priced rainscreen solutions in the United Kingdom

For Vitrabond UK, contact Valcan Ltd. Tel: 01278 428 245 E: enquiries@valcan.co.uk
enq.171
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Retail park
is renaissance
of Prestatyn,
North Wales

T

he 11-acre Parc Prestatyn Retail Park has been hailed
as a renaissance for the town with major tenants
including Tesco, M&S, Next, River Island, New Look,
Costa and Boots. The new shopping centre is built onto the
bottom of the town’s high street on the same site where Albert
Gubay launched his then revolutionary Kwik Save discount
chain in 1959.
The £20 million scheme merged from two previously separate developments and includes a 75,000 sq ft Tesco, petrol
filling station and a total of 114,500 sq ft of non-food retail.

‘The exterior of the development has a
modern, attractive and distinctive look and
a major contribution to this was made
possible by the choice of Rainspan and
Europanel stone wool core cladding panels’
The exterior of the development has a modern, attractive and
distinctive look and a major contribution to this was made possible by the choice of Rainspan and Europanel stone wool core
cladding panels manufactured by Eurobond Laminates.
The Rainspan panels feature timber and terracotta rainscreens to add visual impact to the buildings. Installation of all
Rainspan Systems is fast and easy and the long span capability
can reduce secondary steelwork requirements and build costs.
The finish and colours of the Europanel system matches
retailer’s corporate image and offers high performance together
with an aesthetically pleasing finish thanks to its secret fix joint
detail. Both Rainspan and Europanel offer low environmental
impact and passive fire protection ‘built in’.

Client:
Stadium Developments
Architect:
DLA Design
Contractor:
Marshall Construction
West Yorkshire

enq.172

Call Eurobond today on 02920 776677 or visit www.eurobond.co.uk
172
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A greener approach
to private/social schemes

D

esigned by David Wood Architects, the
Parkside Quarter scheme is named after
the acres of parkland that lies adjacent
to it on the Isle of Dogs. The use of green roofs on
all three apartment buildings, therefore, connects
the residential scheme to its location.
The fact that the green roofs have been specified
for both the private sector and social housing
elements of the scheme demonstrates that they are
no longer the preserve of a certain demographic
of people, or a certain type of building, and are
now available to all in what was once a working
class postcode. It also illustrates how far green roofs
have come in terms of entering mainstream speci-

fication: ‘eco’ schemes are now being used to create
a more harmonious built environment, with low
maintenance planting and a robust, durable roof
build up to maximise service life and encourage
local bird and insect life.
The green roofs were installed by roofing contractor Cawston Roofing using Kemperol V210,
a cold liquid-applied waterproofing membrane,
from Kemper System.
Explains Kevin Cawston from Cawston
Roofing: “Kemperol V210 is the ideal base for a
new build green roof because not only can it be
applied quickly in a single process, saving time and
labour, but it is also certified as root resistant, so
the planting used in the green roof will not compromise the integrity of the waterproofing.”
Stuart Hicks from Kemper System said: “The
Kemperol V210 resin saturates the polyester reinforcement fleece and cures to form a tough and

durable, seamless membrane with no laminations.
It remains permanently flexible to cope with
building movement and has a BBA certified service
life in excess of 25 years.
“Ensuring the correct specification is extremely
important when it comes to green roofs. Arguably
the most important element is the waterproofing
as the primary function of the roof is to protect
the building.
“The waterproofing system used must be robust
enough to last because any leaks in the membrane
can be difficult to access or repair once the green
roof is established. It must also offer proven root
resistance to ensure that the waterproof protection
cannot be damaged by planting. Choosing a cold
liquid applied waterproofing system, such as
Kemperol V210, overcomes the common failures
of many roofing systems as there are no seams, laps
or joints that can be compromised.”
enq.173

Contact Kemper System today on 01925 445532 or visit www.kempersystem.co.uk
Levolux impresses in Washington

Reynaers curtain wall system enhancements

With a growing reputation for offering tailored solar
shading and screening solutions on several high
profile projects across North America, Levolux was
approached to help develop a custom solution for
the Bainbridge Island Museum of Art. The custom
solution comprised 32 bays of single-piece, extruded
aluminium Aerofoil Fins, applied externally across a
curved, south-facing glazed elevation. The Fins, each
measuring 250mm wide by 50mm thick, are motorised, allowing them to be
opened or closed, rotating through 90 degrees. The Fins applied to the Bainbridge
Island Museum of Art tackle solar heat gain, but they also help to maximise
daylight levels within the museum.
enq.174

Reynaers highly versatile curtain wall system
now offers an improved range of style variants
with the introduction of the newly enhanced
CW 50 range. Optimised to carry larger glass
sizes and triple glazed units, this extremely
cost-effective and versatile curtain wall system
provides market leading levels of wind load
resistance and water tightness, combined with maximum natural light entry. A
curtain wall and roof façade system developed to offer unlimited creative freedom,
CW 50 has one of the largest ranges of individual style variants offered by any
architectural curtain wall system with 11 options available. The system can
achieve a thermal insulation UF value down to 0.8 W/m2K.
enq.175

The ideal retrofit solution

New slim fit from Astra

HOPPE UK, the hardware specialist, has launched
a door closer that exactly matches the same fixing
dimensions as the UK’s most popular door closer,
making it the ideal solution for retrofit projects. The
ARRONE 3500 Series is the perfect choice for high
traffic applications with a fully adjustable closing
speed, back check and delayed options. It is a power 2-4 adjustable overhead closer
suitable for use on doors up to 100mm wide and 80kg in weight. It uses a rack
and pinion mechanism to close the door and features a fully adjustable closing
speed and latch action. The unit is available in a range of finishes and colours so
is easy to match to an existing hardware scheme in retrofit jobs.

The 3000 series of fully-controlled concealed door
closers from Astra Door Controls now features a new
slimline face plate to make it easier and quicker to fit,
and even more discrete and attractive in situ. The 3000
Series concealed closers offer all the adjustability and
control of an overhead closer, with the aesthetic appeal
of a concealed device. They are often specified when
clean, minimal design is required without compromising on performance. The 3000 series of concealed door
closers from Astra is manufactured in the UK, in four different power sizes with
adjustable closing speed and latching action for different size and weights of doors.

01902 484 400 www.hoppe.co.uk
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01772 796901 www.astradoorcontrols.com
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Gilgen entry system with added
energy-efficiency <GREEN WINGS>

A

new automatic sliding door system from
Gilgen Door Systems helps buildings to
retain more energy, reduce noise levels
and maintain a more comfortable environment.
The Gilgen PSW Green Wings system consists
of a state-of-the-art door automation drive, thermally sealed door profiles and insulated glazing
that helps to significantly reduce building heat loss.
Ideal for externally facing doors in hospitals,
colleges, offices and transport centres, the system
reduces utility bills and contributes to the achieve-

ment of BREEAM sustainability standards.
Gilgen PSW has been rigorously tested and
certified by ift Rosenheim to provide class leading
U-values, air permeability, and wind and rain
resistance. The system delivers U-values as low as
1.0 and is designed to provide reliable long term
operation, even in the toughest of environments.
The system incorporates a powerful Gilgen SLX
door drive unit, which is of modular design and
provides extensive functionality. It is powerful
enough to operate even heavyweight insulated
doors with speed and efficiency. The drive is
designed to be easy to install, efficient and incorporates advanced safety features to ensure compliance with EN16005 safety-in-use standards.
Of high quality Swiss design, the system acts and
looks like a standard automatic door in normal
daily operation, making in suitable for a wide range
of applications. Its door profiles and header are

manufactured of high quality components and
designed to enhance the look of any building
facade. An elegantly designed motion sensor
system is built into the header profile for a sleek
finish and activates the doors efficiently as persons
and objects approach.
enq.178

For further information call 0800 316 6994 or visit www.gilgendoorsystems.co.uk
Timber door canopies by George Woods

Crittall and Ace Hotel, Shoreditch

George Woods UK manufactures a large range
of door canopies, all hand made in timber from
sustainable forestry. It always holds a large stock
of its standard size canopies, which enables it to
offer a next day delivery service. A bespoke design
service is provided for both timber door canopies
and barge boards, which can be crafted from your
own design. Beautifully crafted porch canopies
are available in soft wood and include an extensive range of barge boards (fascia boards), all of which are manufactured on-site
by hand. Having a canopy prolongs the life of your front door, extends time
between maintenance and adds value and appeal.
enq.179

The façade of the newly created 258-room ACE
Hotel London, as well as the interior of the hotel,
was conceived to reflect not only the urban character of the area but also the skills, crafts, artistic and
cultural influences that imbue Shoreditch with its
East End vibe. It was the local metalwork tradition
that led to the appointment of Crittall Windows to furnish a number of the
building components, not merely Corporate W20 fixed lights and cold form
entrance doors to the ground floor entrance and lobby area but also internal partitioning screens that divide the lobby space from the hotel’s bar and restaurant,
the Hoi Polloi, and also a florist. The Crittall contract was valued at £115,000.

Panic door achieves PAS 24 security

Contemporary painted doors

Jack Aluminium Systems’ new TD68 Pivot Anti-Panic
Door has achieved the stringent PAS 24 security
standard. The new PAS 24 Pivot Anti-Panic door is
based on its successful thermally efficient Jack Door
TD68. The new door features a unique rebated low
threshold and lock strike plate. The rebate prevents
tampering of the internal panic device from a wire under
or over the door leaf. Strike plate supports the lock
during an attack. Achieving PAS 24 and certification
means that fabricators can now achieve the requirements set out by Secured by
Design with the TD68 Pivot Anti-panic doorset from Jack Aluminium.

JB Kind’s ECO COLOURS door range has six
new design additions for 2014. This contemporary
range of fully finished painted doors offers an
incredible price advantage. The range is FSC®
certified, with a selection of superb timber effect
colours created by state of the art painting
technology. Supported by a flexible bespoke
options service, alternative design styles and
finishes, decorative effects, special sizes, wardrobe
doors and matching frames/architraves can be made to order. FD30 fire doors
are available as standard for solid designs and can be ordered for glazed models.

024 7646 7449 www.jackaluminium.co.uk

enq.181

01376 530800 www.crittall-windows.co.uk

01283 554197 www.jbkind.com
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Integrated doorset concept from Leaderflush

Additional greenteQ hinge colours

Leaderflush Shapland’s integrated doorset concept is a
comprehensive solution developed to provide architects and
contractors with performance doorsets in which every
element is fit for purpose and guarantees performance. The
integrated performance doorset concept is the next logical
step in the development of performance doorsets. By
incorporating all of the essential ironmongery, the performance of the doorset can be guaranteed. This includes all
recessed ironmongery and anything that interrupts the seals within the doorset,
such as: closers, hinges, flush bolts, locks, flush pulls, electric locks, armoured
loops, mag locks, transom closers and floor springs.

Hardware specialist VBH has introduced seven new
colour variants of the greenteQ Sigma Hybrid door
hinge, bringing the total number of finishes available
to 15. The company advises that the new colours have
been developed in response to the growing trend
towards painted or foiled PVCu rebated entrance
doors. The colours have been chosen to complement popular new profile finishes
such as Chartwell Green, Cream, Silk Grey, Golden Oak, Rosewood and Irish
Oak. Marketing Manager Gary Gleeson states: “By adding vibrant new finishes
to the greenteQ hinge offering, we have given fabricators the freedom to choose
a 3D adjustable hinge that will either blend or contrast with the door colour.”

01773 530 500 www.leaderflushshapland.co.uk

enq.183

Award winning
TECTUS

enq.184

01634 263263 www.vbhgb.com

HINGE TECHNOLOGY

www.simonswerk.co.uk
TECTUS fully concealed high quality,
maintenance free 3D hinge for door
weights up to 300kg with fire tested,
power transfer and offset versions all
in a wide range of finishes.

e: sales@simonswerk.co.uk
t: 0121 522 2848

[Stand E19]

enq.185

British Made, Handcrafted Door and Window Furniture
Contemporary, Vintage and Period Ironmongery

Contact British Ironmongery today on 0845 257 1147
or visit www.BritishIronmongery.co.uk
enq.186
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Door hardware –
Getting the basics right
Mike Kelly, director of architectural ironmongery at Häfele UK,
explains how to get the basics right when specifying door hardware

W

hen specifying door ironmongery there are five
essential elements to consider: hanging, operating,
closing, locking and protecting the door. For each
element there are various ironmongery options that benefit
both design and installation.

Hanging
Before hanging a door it is crucial to consider the door size and
mass, its function and frequency of use as these factors will
determine the type of hinge required and will also affect the
remaining hardware specifications. For example, are you specifying a fire door, a front door or the door to a storage cupboard?
Does the door need to be vandal-resistant? Will it need to open
180 degrees, be single action or double action with the ability
to open both ways, or will it need to have the ability to carry
low voltage electrical supply?
The most commonly applied door hinge is the standard
recessed or mortise butt hinge. Available in several material
types, sizes, widths and thicknesses the butt hinge offers
durability, a clean finish and straightforward installation.

Operating
The device you choose to operate the door is important for both
function and fashion. From levers and knobs to pull handles,
door handles come in a variety of styles, finishes and materials.
Lever variants are a popular choice in functional buildings,
such as schools and offices, as they are easy to use and come in
a multitude of designs to suit various budgets. Lever designs
with larger handles are also the perfect fit for projects working
to meet the Equality Act.
For buildings with high foot fall, such as shopping centres
and stations, a pull handle with a bolt through rear fixing is
recommended, or even better – back to back fixings in order to
withstand its excessive use.
Knob furniture, although used less often, is typically applied
to achieve a traditional appearance.

Closing
Door closers are mechanical devices that close a door after it
has been manually opened. Essential for fire and smoke resistance, as well as security and thermal efficiency, the most
common door closer is a surface mounted overhead. It is also
possible to conceal a closer in the top rail or transom of the
Continued on page 51...
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www.fromtheanvil.co.uk

h a n d f or g e d
traditional
ironmongery
unique KDQGPDGH
ironmongery with
focus on TXDOLW\ &
honed to the highest
VSHFLÀFDWLRQ
)LQG\RXUQHDUHVWRIÀFLDOVWRFNLVWDWZZZIURPWKHDQYLOFRXN
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Making an entrance...
...bespoke revolving doors

first impressions...
...nothing is more elegant than an
attractive entrance

the experience...
...beautiful doors

0207-554-8757
sales@bauporte.com

www.bauporte.com

enq.189
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and rim mounted locks.
Electronic locking is also widely required for security and
convenience. Various solutions are available, whether mortice
or surface mounted.

Protection

door, as well as the floor or door jamb. If incorporating a closer
it is important to add an extra 20 per cent to the door mass and
factor this when specifying the hinge. If a back check door
closer is to be used add 75 per cent extra mass before choosing
a hinge.

Locking
The first things to consider when specifying locks and latches
is the level of security and the functionality required. This is
largely dependent upon the building type and usage. There are
three basic lock styles: a lever style lock with a traditional key
for higher security levels; a lock case with a separate cylinder;

To ensure that the doors in a building last, door protection
hardware is essential. For example, kick plates, push plates and
trolley plates will all provide protection to the door surface and
are useful in areas where floor cleaning equipment might
discolour or damage the door. Plates should always be slightly
undersized and look for styles available in materials that match
the door hardware.
Escutcheons are keyhole covers that protect the door and
are available in a variety of shapes, sizes and styles. Escutcheons
are also available with a separate pivoted cover plate that
helps protect against external weather conditions and discourages ‘spying’.
A simple yet often overlooked piece of door protection hardware is a doorstop. Protecting both the door and walls of a
building, a doorstop can generally be wall or floor mounted.
When specifying architectural ironmongery to suit various
door styles and building requirements, the fundamental
considerations remain the same. By getting the basics right,
architects can make informed and confident decisions about
selecting the right ironmongery for building developments.
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‘Lever variants
are a popular
choice in
functional
buildings as they
are easy to use
and come in a
multitude of
designs to suit
various budgets’
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Sliding Fly Screen Systems for
panoramic doors & windows
Fresh air without flying insects
uninterrupted views

THE NEW UPGRADED
SLIM PROFILE ULTRA LOW U-VALUE

STORVIK DOUBLE
AND TRIPLE
GLAZED RANGE
Meeting and Designed and manufactured by
Beating the Howarth specifically for the UK
Challenges of market. The range was developed
Higher Standards

after extensive research into the
latest in timber, glazing and
weather seal technology to
produce a window design, that
has driven performance beyond
current standards.

• Smooth operation • Custom made for perfect fit
• Your choice of paint finish
• Strong PVC coated fibreglass mesh
• Individual panes up to 2 metres wide by
2.5 metres high with no mid-bars
For all enquiries
please call:
or you can download
the brochure at:

01469 535301
www.howarth-timber.co.uk

01454 238288
www.flyscreen.com
sales@flyscreen.com
enq.191
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‘Orangery central’ unveiled at Synseal

greenteQ SENSO window handle by VBH

A brand new Synseal showroom located at the
company’s Huthwaite headquarters is now
officially open for customers to view. Synseal’s
Marketing and Technical Services teams have
joined forces to create ‘orangery central’,
conveniently located in the heart of the Midlands.
Five different orangery design solutions are displayed. Customers can come along
and literally feel the difference by touching a Celsius performance glass demonstration wall that clearly shows how the specialist Celsius Clear, Celsius One and
Celsius Elite glasses dramatically reduce thermal transference and heat loss
through the sealed double glass units when compared to standard glass.

FG SENSO is the latest product from the German
greenteQ range to be introduced into the British
market by VBH. It is an attractive matt brushed
stainless steel tilt and turn handle with in-built
electronic alarm and climate control functions.
The alarm function detects any vibration that may
indicate an attempted break-in. The vibrations trigger a three minute 115 db(A)
alarm signal to deter would-be intruders. Once the handle is in the closed position
the alarm function is activated, without the need to enter a password or remember
to click a switch. The climate control function detects when the air humidity in
a room exceeds a pre-set figure (50, 55 or 60 per cent). The user is alerted via two
LED lights on the sides of the handle backplate.
enq.194
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01623 443200 www.synseal.com

Security Locking System based on Roto NT

Extra functionality with Videx door interface

The Roto TSH 30 Outward Opening espagnolette
is a security locking system, completely integrated in
Roto Frank’s extensive Roto NT modular system.
This enables an enormous diversity of variants to be
covered with just a small number of components.
And that not only reduces storage costs, it also creates
clear competitive advantages. Windows are possible
in a broad range of different sizes up to 2,400 mm in
order to meet the individual requirements of customers. For more information on this and other Roto
Frank products, visit the company’s website.
enq.195

01788 558600 www.roto-frank.com

Videx Security’s new PABX 275 interface brings a
new level of functionality to a Videx door entry intercom panel. It allows the intercom to be connected to
an existing PABX analogue telephone switchboard.
By integrating with the phone system, those using the
intercom to request access can be answered on
existing telephones throughout the building. This is a very useful and flexible
feature for premises such as commercial offices, doctors surgeries, nurseries, small
schools and libraries. Another advantage of the system is that it can allow after
hours visitors calls to be dealt with quickly by automatically transferring the call
to another number or mobile. The PABX 275 interfaces are available for use with
the popular Videx VX2200 and VX2300 door entry systems.
enq.196
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Stonehenge goes high TEK

The largest construction project Stonehenge
has seen for several millennia was completed
last December with the opening of the
prestigious new visitor centre. The building
delivers excellent thermal performance
thanks, in part, to the Kingspan TEK
Building System and Kingspan Thermataper
TT47 LPC/FM. Constructed from high performance structural insulated panels
(SIPs), the System can achieve whole wall U-values of 0.21 W/m2.K and below.
728 m2 of Kingspan Insulation’s high performance Thermataper TT47 LPC/FM
was also installed on the roof of both pods by Malone Roofing.
01544 387 384 www.kingspantek.co.uk

enq.198

Library benefits from Kingspan quality
A prestigious £50 million restoration project to
transform the Grade II listed Liverpool Central
Library into a world class facility has achieved a
BREEAM ‘Very Good’ rating with the help of
Kingspan Insulation, featuring more than 3,700 m2
of Kingspan Insulation Kooltherm K15 Rainscreen
Board. Ideal for both new build and refurbishment projects, Kingspan Insulation’s
premium performance Kooltherm K15 Rainscreen Board holds LABC System
Approval for use in rainscreen applications. It helps to streamline the Building
Control checking and approval process and features a highly insulated core delivering thermal conductivities as low as 0.020 W/m·K.
01544 387384 www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk
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www.apolloradiators.co.uk

We have radiators to suit cottages, apartments,
palaces... in fact anywhere you call home!

Beaumont have been manufacturing cast iron radiators in its foundry for many
years, gaining a solid award-winning reputation for excellent quality and service.
Working alongside architects, surveyors, builders, plumbers, heating engineers
and DIY enthusiasts, Beaumont offer a wealth of knowledge and experience.

monza aluminium column radiator

Call Beaumont Cast Iron today
on 01788 899100 or visit
www.beaumontcastiron.com
enq.201
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Wood heating warms John Lewis spa

New Mitsubishi Electric heat pump system

The John Lewis Partnership has shown its commitment to wood heating by installing a Euroheat
biomass boiler at a new build spa and wellness
centre in Snowdonia on the banks of Bala Lake,
built specifically as a haven for John Lewis staff to
take holidays and short-breaks. The HDG
Compact 50kW wood chip boiler now provides heat and hot water for the spa’s
swimming pool and underfloor heating systems, alongside the 1,500 litre buffer
tank FRA delivery system. The building is eligible to receive £5,500 per year
thanks to non-domestic Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) payments and is estimated to be saving some 27 tonnes in CO2 when compared to an oil system.

Mitsubishi Electric has launched a new Ecodan ground
and water source heat pump system which is capable of
delivering up to 960kW of renewable heating and water
flow temperatures of up to 65°C from a variety of sources,
including waste recovered heat. The inverter-driven
Ecodan CRHV monobloc heat pump can operate singularly, or be banked together to create a system that can
modulate and cascade available units on and off to meet
the load from a building. This level of modulation is unprecedented within the
heating industry and with cascade and rotation built in as standard, the Ecodan
CRHV system is perfectly suited to a wide range of commercial applications.

01885 491112 www.euroheat.co.uk
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01707 278772 www.ecodan.co.uk
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Gilberts ventilation delivers best performance

Domus Thermal Housebuilder Awards finalist

A state-of-the-art natural ventilation solution for
commercial projects delivers the best combined performance for U values and air leakage, and surpasses
current and medium-term future Regulatory
requirements. Gilberts of Blackpool’s innovative
Mistrale 75 ventilator unit achieves accurate and
stable airflow with air leakage as low as 5m3/hour/m2, with a U value as little as
0.93W/m2K. Mistrale 75 operates automatically, adjusting the flow of air as
required to maintain internal air quality and temperature. It can be interfaced
with proprietary or Gilberts’ own building management systems to achieve complete controllability 24/7, 365 days a year.

Following success at last year’s Housebuilder
Product Awards, Polypipe Ventilation is pleased
to announce its unique Domus Thermal duct
insulation solution is again a finalist in this year’s
Best Services Product category. Domus Thermal
is a patented system that significantly improves the thermal insulation of round
and rectangular ventilation ducting in domestic properties, thus reducing heat
loss and preventing the formation of condensation. Domus Thermal was developed by Polypipe to meet current Building Regulation requirements as outlined
in the government’s 2010 Domestic Ventilation Compliance Guide. The
Housebuilder Product Awards are being held on 2nd July and Polypipe
Ventilation is hoping for a successful outcome two years in a row.
enq.206

01253 766911 info@gilbertsblackpool.com
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Heat pump air curtain now added to ETL

Timbmet’s high profile fit-outs

Mitsubishi Electric’s range of Mr Slim heat pump air curtains
has now demonstrated the energy saving criteria needed to be
included on the Energy Technology List. This enables
companies using the air curtains to offset the capital costs
against the Enhanced Capital Allowance Scheme – part of the
government’s programme to manage climate change. The air
curtain is available on the Mr Slim and City Multi ranges as
either a recessed or free-standing unit and comes in standard lengths of 1m, 1.5m
or 2m, to make the product suitable for almost any front door. They minimise
the amount of cold air entering a building, providing a comfortable environment
within, and reducing the amount of heating required, lowering energy bills.

Tekne has built a reputation as one of the UK’s
leading hospitality, commercial and retail space
fitters. Working on projects such as Jamie’s Italian,
Wagamamma, Selfridges and Tramshed, Tekne only
use suppliers who are able provide the service and
product quality required for such high profile,
bespoke projects. For every job specification, stock availability, price and speed
of delivery are carefully considered. When it comes to hardwood timber and
veneers, Timbmet are always on the list. Manager Director Ed Sylvestre sights
Timbmet’s service, stock availability and accurate pricing as some of the reasons:
“They can be relied up to have the stock and offer accurate, competitive prices.”

01707 282880 www.mitsubishielectric.co.uk
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01865 860303 www.timbmet.com
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Exploring the creativity of Illusion

Door closer enhances care home safety

Solus Ceramics introduce Illusion, a range of
exciting diamond shaped tiles that are set to
capture the attention of the design world. This
innovative series of tiles is a versatile
instrument that designers can use to freely
create innovative geometric patterns and funky
three-dimensional cubic shapes. By playing
with shade and colour, walls can be transformed
into visual spectacles and even works of art that will enchant the eye. Tiles are
available in one standard size and in a choice of 12 imaginative colours including
vibrant blues, enchanting pinks and numerous shades of white and grey.

Powermatic® Free Swing is the latest controlled,
concealed door closer to be introduced by Samuel
Heath. The new door closer offers the usual automatic
door closing functionality or can allow a door to be
operated manually and left open as desired until the
door closer is activated by fire alarm or power failure
when automatic closing is initiated. The new door closer complies with two harmonised European performance standards, BS EN 1154 (controlled door closing
devices) and BS EN 1155 (electrically powered free swing and hold-open devices).
The door closer is totally maintenance-free and has been tested to in excess of
500,000 cycles. Its reliability is backed by a manufacturer’s 10-year guarantee.

0121 753 0777 www.solusceramics.com
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0121 7664200 www.powermatic-freeswing.co.uk
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A premium quality, bespoke
manufacturer of internal
and external stair nosings
and inserts, which have
been environmentally and
economically designed to
meet all expectations
Aluminium profiles filled with
Carborundum to provide an extremely
tough tread with anti-slip properties
second to none in all conditions.
Safetytread are experts in solving tricky
and unique issues, leaving you with a
safer environment.

altread

glotread

intread

definer

alite

Contact Safety Tread today
on 01202 625596 or visit

Sound & Lighting
Scenery & Paint
Curtains & Track
Make-up & Costume Accessories
Pyrotechnics & Special Effects

SALES
DESIGN
INSTALLATION

Oxford branch: 01865 722468
Wirral branch: 0151 334 8991

www.safety-tread.co.uk

www.lancelyn.co.uk

HIT THE BULLSEYE
EVERYTIME!
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MAKE GALVANIZING
YOUR TARGET

enq.212

For all your waterproofing and insulating needs
...there really is no better!

Hot Dip Galvanizing oﬀers you
long term corrosion protecon and
beer whole lifecycle costs when
compared to other coangs.

fully waterproof
highly insulating
very strong
lightweight

Wedge Group Galvanizing oﬀers you:
◆ Free technical advice.
◆ 14 plants across the UK.
◆ We galvanize steel from 1.5mm to 29m long.
◆ Quality approved galvanizing to BS EN ISO 1461.

For an informa#on pack

Email: corrosion@wedgegalv.co.uk
Twi$er: @wedgegalv

Tel: 01902 600704
www.wedgegalv.co.uk

tile or plaster
easy to cut
time saving
no mess

Marmox specialises in products relating to...

waterproofing
insulating
drylining
sound absorption
thermal bridging
fireproofing

www.marmox.co.uk

Tel: 01634 835290
enq.213

Fax: 01634 835299
enq.214
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Aqata new bespoke frameless shower screen

Kaldewei presents Meisterstücke

Aqata has launched a new bespoke frameless shower
screen, increasing its line-up of made to measure
showering solutions for 2014. Characterised by spans of
stunning frameless glass, the shower screen offers the
ultimate in minimal styling and is ideal for contemporary wet room style interiors. Distinctively frameless, the
new shower screen is secured to the wall and ceiling
(if required) by high quality polished chrome brackets,
removing the need for wall profiles entirely. With the
shower area completely opened up to the room, a feeling
of light and space is created which enhances even the smallest of spaces.

Available from June, Kaldewei presents
Meisterstücke, a new collection of free-standing
baths with seamless enamelled panelling. Using
modern technology for deep drawing steel,
Kaldewei applies precise handcrafting to create
a smooth transition from panelling to bath and
create a flawless finish. The result is a true bathroom masterpiece that is available
for three iconic Kaldewei bath models: Conoduo, Asymmetric Duo and Centro
Duo Oval. The Meisterstücke Centro Duo Oval (shown) is available in two
sizes – 170 x 75 cm and 180 x 80 cm. As an exclusive and separate segment, the
new Meisterstücke take on special significance in the Kaldewei range.

01455 896 500 www.aqata.co.uk
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01480 498053 www.kaldewei.co.uk

Make an executive choice with Maxwood

Slimming down for summer

Maxwood’s executive range of Oracle Z-Lockers
provide a smart and secure solution for a wide
variety of commercial and public sector applications, with an extensive choice of colours, configurations and sizes to suit individual requirements.
Offering dependable performance and design flexibility, the locker carcass is manufactured by Maxwood from solid grade laminate.
A satin anodised aluminium profile frame is used to ensure strength and rigidity.
As well as being ideal for environments such schools and leisure centres,
Maxwood’s Oracle Z-Lockers offer a stylish option for the growing number of
office washrooms which incorporate showers and changing facilities in line with
the government’s Cycle to Work scheme.
enq.217

Look out for the stylish new Indus and Lennox shower valves
from Hudson Reed, which feature an ultra slim profile
combined with thermostatic technology for anti-scald protection and manufactured here in Britain – making them the ideal
solution for today’s bathroom. These sophisticated shower
valves are available in two contemporary designs – rounded for
those who prefer curved brassware or pure square for a truly
minimalist feel. Choose from standard twin control valves to
operate a slide rail kit or fixed head, or opt for the twin with diverter for the luxury
of multi-option showering. All Hudson Reed shower valves are manufactured in
Britain and are backed by its market leading 20 year guarantee.
enq.218

01282 418000 www.hudsonreed.co.uk

MODULAR SHOWERING SOLUTIONS
30 YEARS OF INNOVATION
ISO 9 0 01 ACCREDITED
l LEAK PROOF
l EXTREMELY DURABLE
l HYGIENIC
l EASILY INSTALLED
l  YEAR GUARANTEE
l
l

Many other standard and
bespoke design variations
are available

TAPLANES

R

S H O W E R I N G S O L U T I O N S

Telephone 01423 771645 Email admin@taplanes.co.uk www.taplanes.co.uk
enq.219
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Award-winning taps for Glasgow Hospitals
Horne Engineering’s award-winning Optitherm thermostatic tap and the TSV13 surface mounted shower panel have been selected for the New South Glasgow
Hospitals Project. The new NSGH will have 1,109 beds with each general ward
consisting of 28 single bedrooms with en-suite facilities. Every patient room at
the NSGH will feature an Optitherm thermostatic tap (for clinical handwashing), and TSV1 shower – a pre-plumbed panel with integral TMV3 Scheme
Approved thermostatic shower valve, BS 8300 compliant lever controls (for
enhanced user independence), hose, handset and riser rail/grab-bar, which will
offer each patient an ‘accessible’ shower with exceptional thermostatic control.
Horne’s designs were chosen due to the many and varied benefits embedded
within its practical designs. An optimised user interface aids hand hygiene compliance and installers and FM providers benefit from the ease of installation and
ease of cleaning. These practical designs also cater for management of the
upstream water system to minimise pathogenic contamination through highvelocity flushing and thermal disinfection.
enq.221

01505 321455 www.horne.co.uk

LINKE LINE
wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

A cost-effective, time-saving channel drain
for large scale projects

wetrooms
wetrooms

500mm

The Hydro, Glasgow’s newest entertainment
venue, and a city landmark, with a seating
capacity of 12,000, will play host to 140 events
a year, attracting over one million spectators.
The London-based architects Foster & Partners chose to
install Dolphin Infra-red Sensor taps. These WRAS-approved
taps aren’t just stylish, they go a long way to help conserve
water, reduce a building’s carbon footprint and have a low
environmental impact that helps make a positive contribution
to BREEAM assessments.

Dolphin Blue DB100 / DB125
Electronic Infrared Tap

Q Elegant and clean design,

wetrooms

Purus outlet/gulleys

A sensitive tap
that can handle
the big crowds

wetrooms

■ Made in England.
■ Purus NOOD gulley 36–72 lit/min.
■ Rigid, heavy 1.5mm stainless (700mm unit weighs 2.5kg.)
■ Timber joist or concrete.
■ Next day delivery singles or quantity.

Architect:
Foster & Partners

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

Project:
The Hydro Glasgow

Q Touch Free Tap – for ultimate hygiene –

Specifications:
fits into any project

Q WRAS approved
prevents cross contamination

Q Automatic Hygiene Flush Combats Legionella

700mm

105mm

wetrooms

72 Litre
1300mm

92 Litre

www.wetroominnovations.com 01629 815500

wetrooms

A winning combination of top
quality and amazing affordability

105mm

Dolphin Dispensers
2 Haywood Way
Hastings, TN35 4PL
t: 01424 20 22 24
f: 01424 20 52 00
e: info@dolphindispensers.co.uk
www.dolphindispensers.co.uk

washrooms worth experiencing

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

wetrooms

105mm

1050mm

wetrooms

wetrooms

72 Litre

wetrooms

950mm

wetrooms

wetrooms

52mm
36 Litre

enq.222
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Hygienic laminates good enough to eat off

Specflue unveils pellet cooker range
Specflue will be launching a new range of pellet cookers to the domestic market
this autumn. The Neos Pellet Cooker will be a first for the UK. This is a smarter,
more eco friendly addition to the family of range cookers. The appliance can be
used to cook all year round and acts as a room heater. One of the models, the
Neos 155 PGE, also comes with both pellet and electric ovens, eliminating the
need for an additional cooker in your kitchen for use in the summer. The pellet
cooker provides all the practical benefits of pellet stoves and boilers. It is controllable, energy efficient and the fuel can be easily stored. It is also competitively
priced and can be installed in any home, as long as there is the necessary space for
the flue. Initially, there will be two pellet cookers available; the Neos 90P with a
ventilated pellet oven only, and the Neos 155 PGE, which, in addition to the two
ovens, has the option of gas, electric, ceramic or induction hob.
0800 9020220 www.specflue.com

enq.224

Abet Laminati has launched Lamishield, an innovative new antibacterial high
pressure laminate designed for use in laboratories, hygienic environments and
food preparation areas. Lamishield is based on BioCote® silver-ion technology
integrated within the decorative top layer to provide a healthy surface which
reduces the risk of infection from bacteria and cross-contamination. It also
inhibits growth from a broad range of microbes, including fungi and mould,
which makes it ideal for high standard hygienic environments. The silver ions
actively interact with bacterial proteins by damaging their cells, thereby blocking
their DNA replication and promoting formation of reactive oxygen species. This
protection can be applied to most colours and decors within the Abet ranges,
offering a wide-ranging and versatile solution to complement any scheme and the
widest choice for architects and designers. The technology does not affect normal
HPL performance or its appearance in any way other than
enq.225
imparting and enhancing its antibacterial qualities.

Wooden worktops...
British design
British manufacturing
British service

...love TopOil
The Ultimate protection
for your wooden worktop
> Resistant to common stains:
wine; beer; drinks and fruit juice.

Space Savers is proud to announce that all our Mini Kitchens are
now manufactured right here in the UK. This superb example from
a recent project installation features:

> Will not crack, peel or blister.
> Highest coverage of any oil
on the market.

• Powder coat steel finish
• Stainless steel worktop with integral ceramic hob
• Stainless steel cooker hood & splash back
• Microwave combination oven and refrigerator with
freezer compartment

Call or visit
the web for
stockists.

Speak to a member of our support team on 01727 884500
for more information or visit www.spacesavers.co.uk

+44 (0)1296 481 220

www.osmouk.com
enq.226
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Open-plan kitchens
By Simon Richmond, managing director, Poggenpohl UK

T

he way we use the kitchen has changed dramatically.
Once a purely practical room designed just for
cooking, we now aspire to open-plan living with the
kitchen, dining room and living space all rolled into one. Up
and down the country builders are knocking down dividing
walls, building extensions and digging out basements to satisfy
the demand for spacious kitchens.
The key to any successful kitchen remodelling is to involve
the kitchen designer as early as possible, ideally at the planning
stage before any construction work has been undertaken. An
experienced kitchen designer will be happy to work with an
architect to ensure the finished extension or basement meets
the aspirations of the client because, as well as placing cabinets,
kitchen designers have to consider the best position for power
sockets, water supply and drainage to tie in with the cooker,
hob, dishwasher and laundry appliances. There is also ducting
for the extractor hood to be considered.
The position of doors and windows also require careful
thought as it may be that moving a door by just 1m or raising
a window ledge by as little as 5cm could allow for a more aesthetically pleasing kitchen layout. The location of skylights is
also crucial as the client may want these to be directly over their
new breakfast bar and therefore the architect and kitchen
designer must work in tandem. By working together from the
outset, costly mistakes can be avoided and the designer is better
able to create a room for living rather than just a kitchen.
As part of the open living trend, island units have become
increasingly popular. An island creates a low-level divide between
the living and kitchen areas and an experienced designer will be
able to incorporate enough features to make the island multifunctional. As well as providing a generous worktop, islands can
incorporate a breakfast bar and useful extra storage, including
appliances that reflect how the client likes to cook. For instance,
a built in induction wok, barbecue or a teppanyaki plate are
interesting additions that are not only useful but encourage

social interaction with family or guests while cooking.
If designed well, an island can be the social centre of the
kitchen, somewhere for kids to sit and do their homework or
where a couple can relax with a glass of wine while they cook.
And for those who like to entertain an island becomes the bar
and buffet at the heart of a party.
As the kitchen is no longer just for cooking, but a space to
entertain as well as to sit and relax in, this multi-function room
needs multi-function lighting. A well designed kitchen will
make the most of any natural light whether from doors,
windows or skylights as well as providing additional ambient
light usually in the form of ceiling spots. Bright task lights are
required over the hob and work surfaces and mood lights in the
form of pendant fittings make an attractive addition above the
island unit or table. And for those who like to transform their
kitchen into a party space, subtle lights at floor level or an
illuminated glass splashback will add atmosphere.
Kitchens are functional rooms and food preparation can
be messy. With an open-plan scheme this mess can no longer
be hidden from view behind closed doors, so one of the challenges for the kitchen designer is to find ways to make the
kitchen fully functional but easy to keep clean and tidy. Ample
drawers and cupboards tailored to accommodate the client’s
cooking utensils, small appliances and groceries is the first
consideration plus accessible bins so that food waste and recycling can be easily swept off the work surface. Another option
is concealed areas, such as a breakfast preparation zone, with
toaster, coffee machine, cereals and chopping board that can be
hidden away behind cabinet doors when not in use.

‘If designed
well, an
island can
be the social
centre of
the kitchen’

Adding a breakfast bar to an
island design can increase
work and social space

enq.228
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MODERN LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
more than light

Tough vinyl lets designers get creative
A new range of hardwearing homogeneous compact vinyl is offering an
unprecedented opportunity to be creative. Launched by flooring experts Tarkett,
the Premium Collection features Eclipse Premium and Primo Premium and
combines best-in-class performance with an array of appealing designs, making
it suitable for a variety of architectural projects. Premium is designed especially
for heavy traffic zones where hygiene and slip resistance are critical and is available
in three non-directional patterns across 102 colours. Its flexibility allows it to
meet the most demanding needs of any project in schools, hospitals, offices, retail
environments or public buildings. The range is available in both sheets and tiles.
A special PUR reinforcement seals and hardens the surface to make it more resistant to dirt and daily wear and tear, as well as easier to clean and maintain. Multicoloured welding rods are available for perfect match finishing. Steve Urwin,
Tarkett UK marketing manager, said: “It’s rare for project designers to have the
kind of creative design flexibility that this collection offers at their fingertips.”

Lighting catalogue with style shots available on request

0208 123 7914 modernlightingsolutions.co.uk

enq.229

01622 854 040 www.tarkett.co.uk
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No Strings Attached

Magnetically operated integral blinds
Totally cordless system
Argon filled sealed units

t. 020 8500 2200 www.betweenglassblinds.co.uk
enq.231
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Chandlers launch new brick selector website

New worktop finish is all white

Chandlers Building Supplies is delighted
to announce the launch of its new brick
selector website, which gives customers
the chance to view the stock that
Chandlers has available and make online
enquiries. With approximately three
quarters of a million bricks in stock at any one time, Chandlers’ range includes
bricks from leading manufacturers such as Ibstock, Wienerberger, Hanson and
Michelmersh Brick. The website also provides a brick matching service, enabling
customers to send Chandlers an image of bricks they are using so that the builders
merchant can match with its stock.

Right now, it’s all about white kitchens, according to interior design bibles. What better time then, for kitchen and
bathroom makeover experts, Granite Transformations,
to launch its new Hydra White worktop finish. With 67
per cent recycled glass content, including mirror fleck for
subtle highlights under halogen lamps, this surface also
chimes in with current consumer demand for eco-friendly
materials. White is clean, crisp and bright: it makes a kitchen feel open, airy and
spacious, reflecting back natural and artificial light. Priced from £385 per square
metre, Hydra White surfaces are fitted by factory-trained craftsmen and are
covered by Granite Transformations’ unrivalled lifetime material warranty.

www.brick-selector.co.uk www.chandlersbs.co.uk

enq.232

0800 044 5393 www.granitetransformations.co.uk
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GATEMASTER gate closers
Renowned for their quality manufacture and reliability, GATEMASTER gate closers from Signet Locks can be fitted to
metal and timber gates to ensure controlled and secure closing at all times. Local regulations on self closing gates vary so please
check with the local authority before fitting these products. Experience in this field demonstrates that, when used correctly,
these closers will reliably close gates for many years. GSB gas strut closers are top quality gate closing struts, ideal for closing
gates up to 80kg. There is no need to release gas to reduce the spring force, just simply move the strut along the slots in the
brackets to adjust the force exerted. The adjustable brackets also make the installation easy as there is no need to compress the
spring when fitting it to the gate. It is ideal for both fitting to new installations and retrofitting to existing gates. APS hydraulic
gate closers are hydraulically controlled with a top hinge kit that has been developed using proven technology to provide
reliable gate closing. They are vandal resistant and suitable for gates up to 120kg. The robust closer unit is fitted underneath
the gate, meaning it is unobtrusive, and this also acts as a load-bearing lower hinge. The kit includes a top hinge assembly
which is fully adjustable to enable the gate to be positioned correctly after installation, with no power required.
01243 552066 www.signetlocks.co.uk

enq.234
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Promat rises to major refurbishment challenge

Coopers make history at Exhibition

The need for proven fire protection for self-supporting
mains gas risers which extended up through 21 storeys led
to Promat’s PROMATECT®-L500 board being selected for
a residential refurbishment project in Camden, London.
Three multi-storey housing blocks on the Ampthill Estate
have now been protected by the PROMATECT®-L500 fire
protection board, which was used to create a bespoke solution tailored to the individual needs of this project. Promat
devised a fire compartment system for the gas mains, which
was constructed from PROMATECT®-L500 boards provided by SIG Technical
Insulation Beckton, and installed by Fire Delay Contractors Ltd.

Coopers Fire and partner ETEA Sicurezza will be
making history at this year’s 14th International
Architecture Exhibition of La Biennale di Venezia
by showcasing its ground breaking FireMaster®
Concertina™ fire curtain barrier, the first of such
to ever be exhibited at this prestigious event. The
FireMaster® Concertina™ fire curtain barrier will feature as part of the ‘Elements
of Architecture’ exhibit and will help to bring the Wall Room exhibit alive
through providing an insight into the future of walls by demonstrating how fire
curtain barriers have helped change the dynamics and accessibility of open plan
design in the built environment.

enq.236

01344 381350 www.promat.co.uk

023 9245 4405 www.coopersfire.com
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Coxdome rooflight delivers daylight

Cast stone for public walkway

A company specialising in serving the growing
trend for working from home, is making use of
circular Jet Cox Coxdome rooflights in order to
deliver daylight into its customised spherical-shaped
office pods. The Coxdome Circular Rooflight is
available in a range of sizes from 600mm – going up
in 100mm increments – to 2,200mm diameter. The domes are manufactured
from 3mm Polycarbonate and the upstands from Glass Reinforced Plastic (GRP).
Glazing is available in Clear, Diffused, Opal, or Cool & Clear. Hinged opening
domes are available either manually or electrically operated, while all the
ventilation frames are manufactured from extruded white PVC-u sections.

Edenhall cast stone has been used to detail the public
walkway of a major residential riverside development
situated next to the Tower of London. Surrounded by a
wealth of heritage sites, the Cheval Three Quays development of 159 serviced and residential luxury apartments
provides unrivalled views across the Thames. Edenhall
supplied an array of bespoke wetcast stone for the enhanced
riverside public walkway, including an elliptical planter
weighing six tons and cast as a single piece, steps and copings for the walkway and
coping stones for the river wall. The stone was precisely cast following a detailed
site survey to identify multiple dimensional variations.

enq.238

0121 530 4230 www.jet-cox.co.uk

SMOKE DETECTOR
VANDALISM?

Visiting?
Will be great to see you!
stand #

17-19 June 2014, ExCel, London, UK

L600
stand #

H1600

01633 612 671 www.edenhall.co.uk
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PROBLEM SOLVED!
Heavy-duty steel cage

The heavy-duty, plastic coated galvanised steel cage is
designed to reduce high maintenance costs and prevent
vandalism to critically important smoke detectors.
STI stock over 100 different models that can also protect
EHDFRQVVRXQGHUV¿UHEHOOVWRHVVHQWLDO&&79
motion detectors and emergency lighting.
&RQWDFWVDOHVWRGD\
701527 520999

Other models available:

info@sti-europe.com I www.sti-europe.com
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

Assessed to ISO 9001
LPCB ref. no. 653

EN54-11 Cert no. 653a/01
ReSet Series 01
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Excellence from forest to finish
Ever seeking new opportunities, Duffield Timber recently made further investment to their
timber finishing facility. On-site in Ripon, North Yorkshire, the new and improved factory
delivers the ‘finishing touch’ to an extensive range of timber mouldings from glazing bead
and door components to cladding and decking, using Owatrol coatings

T

he newest addition to the factory is the automated
spray line, which in partnership with Owatrol UK, is
geared up to produce fully finished cladding and
decking for the buoyant UK market. Duffield had great success
with a number of cladding projects last year coating Western
Red Cedar and European Oak with Owatrol SI 106.
SI 106 from Owatrol is a water-based and environmentally
friendly penetrating wood finish. It has been designed specifically for industrial spray application and is available in eight
different colours. As a penetrative coating, SI 106 is non-film
forming and protects the wood from within, minimising cracking, warping and damage from moisture and UV exposure.
SI106 provides a long lasting, rich matt finish on softwood
and hardwoods, accentuating the natural beauty of the wood.
It is extremely durable, making it perfect for decking, cladding
and other external timber structures and is easy to maintain

too, with no stripping required.
This year Duffield Timber hope for continued success
with SI 106 and further growth introducing Owatrol Pro Solid
Stain to a range of traditional and contemporary cladding
profiles. Pro Solid Stain is available in an opaque stain with a
15-year guarantee.

 
•
•
•
•
•

   

Long-lasting protection
Professional finish
Variety of stylish colours
No peeling or flaking
Easy maintenance with no stripping

Duffield Timber are a family-run business with traditional values coupled with
innovation and modern technologies. Across its 7-acre site the company can
machine and finish timber in as little as 7-10 days from ordering.
Call 01765 640564, email sales@duffieldtimber.com or visit www.duffieldtimber.com
Owatrol UK produce high quality, long lasting products which offer exceptional
protection and superior finish. These include products for wood surfaces as well
as for rust prevention and within the decorating and marine industries.
Call 01923 219122, email sales@owatroluk.com or visit www.owatroldirect.co.uk enq.241
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20 year guarantee on all Ecogrid products

ecogrid.co.uk T: 0161 639 4281 E: info@ecogrid.co.uk

Permeable Grass,
Gravel& Resin
bound stone, path,
Parking & base systems

enq.244
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BUY BRITISH, BUY QUALITY,

BUY Jeckells SHADE SAILS

Call us on 01603 782223 to discuss your shade sail
requirements or email shadesails@jeckells.co.uk

Jeckells of Wroxham Ltd, The Sail Loft, Station Road, Wroxham NR12 8UT
enq.245
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Seeing light –
differently
There are clear benefits to using
LED lighting in exterior applications
but it’s important to understand
how LEDs differ from traditional
light sources. Terry Dean, managing
director of DW Windsor, explains

I

n the last few years, LED light sources have evolved at a
considerable rate, bringing the benefits of improved efficiency, higher light outputs and longer life. A further
advantage is that they are highly controllable compared to many
other light sources. As a result, their specification for outdoor
lighting projects is growing.
However, LED light sources are very different from the high
intensity discharge (HID) lamps traditionally used in such
applications – such as high pressure sodium and metal halide
light sources. To gain the maximum benefit from LED lighting,
specifiers and end users need to understand these differences.
One of the most important factors is that there can be considerable variation between LED light sources from different
manufacturers so it’s important to be clear about what light
output to expect.
Traditionally, if you referred to the power consumption of a
lamp – say a 70W SON lamp – you would have a pretty good
idea of what light output to expect and how often the lamps
would need to be replaced. A 70W SON lamp from one manufacturer is very similar to that from another manufacturer.
Therefore, the light output and lamp life are also very similar
and most of the added value comes from the expertise of the
luminaire manufacturers in maximising light output ratios
(LORs) and optimising light distribution.
With LEDs, the power consumption is no longer a useful
indicator of the lumen output. In fact, this can vary considerably between manufacturers so thinking just in terms of
lumens and LORs is not helpful when specifying LED lighting.
A far more meaningful criterion is ‘useful lumens’ as this
gives a clearer indication of the lighting performance that can
be expected.
One reason for this is that LED light sources are inherently
directional sources, offering better optical control than traditional sources like fluorescent and metal halide lamps. This
allows properly designed LED luminaires to direct light where
it is needed, efficiently achieving desired illumination levels and
uniformity. As a result, it is possible to have an LED luminaire
with a lower lumen output and lower installed load than

another LED luminaire, yet deliver more useful lumens.
Another issue is the drive current that is used with the LEDs.
Early LEDs were designed to run with a drive current of 350mA
as, broadly speaking, this achieved the peak of the linear
relationship between current and lumen output. Above 350mA
the efficiency of these early LEDs tailed off significantly (the
droop characteristic).
However, modern LEDs are able to operate at much higher
drive currents and the relationship between lumen output and
drive current is almost linear above 350mA – without the
droop. In fact, with some modern LEDs, only 23 per cent of
the capacity is being used at 350mA. Which means that 77 per
cent of the LED’s capacity remains unused. Running a modern
LED at a low current is like racing Le-Mans 24 in a performance
sports car at 5mph and never changing out of first gear:
un-utilised potential.
Consequently, there are very good reasons to drive modern
LEDs at higher currents (e.g. 1,000mA) to make use of the
available capacity of the light source; efficiency and costeffectiveness to name but two motivating factors.
However, driving LEDs at higher currents does result in
higher heat generation, so it’s important to ensure specified
luminaires incorporate good thermal management. This should
include an efficient heat sink to maximise conduction of heat
away from the LED chips, as well as effective airflows through
the luminaire and use of surfaces and coatings that facilitate
radiation of heat away from the luminaire.
It is also important to select luminaires that are easy to
upgrade to newer LED sources as and when efficacy improves
and ensure that you are purchasing from a reputable manufacturer (that will still be around in years to come to deliver that
upgrade). There are significant benefits to dealing with a wellestablished manufacturer that has experience of the technical
issues relating to exterior lighting as well as the specific criteria
that govern LED performance. LED exterior lighting has to
withstand a rigorous environment that is only fully understood
by those companies with experience in designing luminaires
for these applications.

‘There can be
considerable
variation
between LED
light sources
from different
manufacturers
so it’s important
to be clear
about what light
output to expect’
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Versatile Caliza flagstone brings superior finish

Quick-drying enamel from Bradite

A&G (Acheson & Glover) has launched a new highly
durable and versatile flagstone to the UK and Ireland
markets that ticks all the boxes. Superior sustainability,
outstanding quality and premium aesthetics are the
cornerstones of Caliza. Featuring premium graded local
aggregates, Caliza offers the choice of ground and
textured finishes that will enhance any new development.
Ideally suited for high profile commercial and public
realm schemes, Caliza is suitable for pedestrian and occasional heavy vehicle
traffic thanks to density enhancers that improve structural integrity. Caliza is
available in 50, 65 and 80mm thickness.

Fastrac from Bradite is a single pack fast drying, high gloss
coating based on modified silicone and polyurethane alkyd
resins which also contains rust inhibiting pigmentation for
extra protection. Surface dry in two hours, its fast drying
time combines with a tough flexible finish which is resistant
to spillage of mild chemicals, oils and hydrocarbons.
Suitable as a one or two coat finish or as a part of a protective system for steel or suitably primed nonferrous metal.
Ideal for use on agricultural, construction and factory equipment. Available in
ACE, BS4800, RAL and Silver. A computerised tinting facility give access to over
7,000 colours including BS 4800, 381C, RAL, NCS and ACE colours.

enq.247

028 8952 1275 www.acheson-glover.com

Denso protects water supply aqueduct
A £2.6 million upgrade of sections of the 45
km-long Talla aqueduct used by Scottish Water to
supply most of Edinburgh’s water has been completed by contractor George Leslie Ltd, with Jacobs
being the Consulting Engineers. Built in Victorian
Times, the aqueduct takes raw water from the Talla
and Fruid reservoirs in the Scottish Borders to Edinburgh’s modern Glencorse
water treatment works. In 12 different structures and locations, Winn & Coales
Steelcoat 100/400 was used to give protection to some 350 linear metres of pipe
and various joints and couplings. This follows its successful use last year by George
Leslie in a similar refurbishment of Scottish Water’s Loch Katrine aqueducts
which serve Glasgow.
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Decking
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Longlife Decking

PROVIDERS OF PREMIUM,
ENVIRONMENTALLY SOURCED,
COMPOSITE DECKING.

CHARCOAL
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LIGHT GREY
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REDWOOD
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Sofpave

Recycle Ɣ Reform Ɣ Reuse

WWW.SAIGEDECKING.COM

Join the new revolution in superior landscaping

SAiGE Longlife Decking Ltd. | info@saigedecking.com
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ACOUSTIC INSULATION

LIGHTING

INSECT SCREENS

TILES & TILING

Inspired Noise Solutions

Solus Ceramics

Unit 17 Evans Business Park, North Road
Ellesmere Port, CH65 1AE
Tel: 0151 348 8945 Fax: 0151 348 8946
Email: sales@inspirednoise.com

Warwick Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham
Worcestershire, B11 2QX
Tel: 0121 7530777
Email: sales@solusceramics.com
www.solusceramics.com

www.inspirednoise.com

COLUMN CASINGS

Enquire online at
Enq. 502

Encasement Ltd
Peartree Business Centre, Enterprise Way,
Bretton, Peterborough PE3 8YQ
Tel: 01733 266 889 Fax: 01733 268 999
Email: sales@encasement.co.uk

INTERIORS – OFFICE SEATING
Mesh Office Seating (UK Ltf )
Riverbank Mill, 2 Stoneygate Road
Newmilns, East Ayrshire KA16 9BN
Email: info@officechairs.co.uk

www.encasement.co.uk

Enquire online at

www.officechairs.co.uk

www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
If you’re interested in advertising
within this section please contact
the sales team on

LIQUID ROOFING & WATERPROOFING

Roofing House, 31 Worship Street
London, EC2A 2DY
Tel: 0207 448 3859 Email:
info@lrwa.org.uk
www.lrwa.org.uk

SOLAR SHADING (BRISE SOLEIL)
Levolux Limited
1 Forward Drive, Harrow
Middlesex HA3 8NT
Tel: 020 8863 9111 Fax: 020 8863 8760
Email: info@levolux.com
Reg: Levolux Ltd – 1834176

HEATING & VENTILATION

OPIES UK LTD

Enq. 505








WINDOW CONTROLS
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www.levolux.com

LIGHTING YOUR FIRE
Vermiculite and Calcium Silicate fireproof,
insulating and refractory panels for
woodburning stoves and fireplaces

THEATRE SUPPLIES

Skamolex Skamolex



TIMBER & TILING

Liquid Roofing and Waterproofing
Association (LRWA)

LIFTS & ESCALATORS

01435 863500

PREMIUM
QUALITY
FIREWOOD

www.architectsdatafile.co.uk
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Lancelyn Theatre Supplies



Ferry Hinksey Road, Oxford, OX2 0BY
Tel: 01865 722 468 Mobile: 07889 368503
Email: projects@lancelyn.co.uk

01245 468 977
www.john-opie.co.uk
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Website
The ADF website is an online provider of
past and present products and news items
for the architect or specifier.
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk is a
one-stop source for all the latest press releases
providing any visitor with access to
information about products and services that
they may require for their project as well as
news relevant to architectural developments.

Digital issue
The ADF digital issue provides all the same
content as the print issue with the added
advantage of being instantly available whenever
and wherever you have access to the internet.
In addition to its ease of access, the ADF digital
issue gives direct links to advertisers, allowing
you to visit a potential supplier’s website with
the click of a mouse.
Go to the ADF website to subscribe.

EVEN MORE WAYS TO GET THE LATEST INFORMATION FOR ARCHITECTS

Newsletter
Emailed on a fortnightly basis, the ADF
newsletter is designed to provide you with the
latest information on products and services of
interest, direct to your inbox. You can quickly
gather a snapshot of information from up to
12 carefully selected companies and easily follow
links through to further information on
www.architectsdatafile.co.uk, or go directly
to the company’s own website. Brochures and
videos are also regularly available.
Go to the ADF website to subscribe.
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